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It seems to always catch me by surprise how fast the year is 
coming to an end. It has been an eventful year for Spinworkz 

and myself. I stepped 
into Canada for the 
first time courtesy 
of Christie. I felt the 
close bond of the 
Christie community 
and was privileged 
to be invited to view 
their factory and to 
hear their thoughts 
about the future 
of AV. Together 
with our newly 
minted partner, 

Shyamindira Media Networks Pvt Ltd, we held the third 
edition of the Systems Integration India Awards with more 
partners than ever involved. We published our first ever multi-
language special edition of the magazine for distribution at the 
inaugural InfoComm Southeast Asia exhibition. We announced 
our partnership with the publishers of WORLD SHOW – a 
publication that has been serving the sound, light and visual 
industries in China, Taiwan and Hong Kong for many years. We 
are super excited about finally being in the region with our 
editorials and a dependable partner. We hope to build on this 
relationship and offer a conducive platform to reach readers in  
China.

On the publication front, we are happy to report that our 
readership has grown, our social engagement has grown, and 
our website clicks has increased. We will continue to build on 
this momentum and ensure that we offer valuable options to 
both our clients and readers.

2020 should be an exciting year for us as we are embarking on 
several ventures with collaborating partners. To know more, 
contact me, and I will send you the information.

The Spinworkz team would like to take this opportunity to 
thank each one of you for continuing to read our collaterals and 
being engaged with us. Take a short break, review your year and 
plan for 2020. Enjoy the year-end with a well-deserved break 
and wishing all of you a superb 2020. 

OUR COLLABORATORS

Elissa Nadine
Web Content and Social Media Specialist

Rosalind Tan
Website Management Wizard

PV Anthony
Server and IT Security Guru

Halim, TrueDesignLab.com
HTML Design and Coding Maestro

Thomas Richard Prakasam
Publisher / Editorial Director
thomas@spinworkz.com

mailto:ram@spinworkz.com
mailto:admin@spinworkz.com
mailto:shankar@creativecult.in
mailto:first_dm@hotmail.com
www.spinworkz.com
mailto:thomas@spinworkz.com
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V2 Becomes First Gold AVIXA Member in Southeast Asia

Xilica Confirms ANZ Distribution Plans

NEWS

S AI

S AI

INDONESIA: V2 Indonesia has taken 
concrete steps to helps its employees in their 
continuous knowledge journey.

By taking up the Enterprise Gold AVIXA 
membership, up to 50 of the company’s 
employees are entitled to individual Elite 
membership, which offers a range of benefits 
including free access to all online training and 
exclusive Elite member video content as well 
as personalised consulting and counselling on 
training. All other employees of V2 Indonesia, 
other than the chosen 50 also benefit with 
an individual Premium membership that 
offers, among other benefits free webinars, 
peer-to-peer programme and access to AV 
performance standards.

“V2 Indonesia is a key systems integrator 
and distributor in Indonesia, with a large 
workforce of over a few hundred not only in 
their Jakarta office but also in their satellite 
offices within Indonesia. We are most 
excited to welcome them as our Enterprise 
Gold Member. We hope that V2 will take 

full advantage of the various benefits of 
becoming a Gold member,” said Andy Tan, 
Regional Director, Asia, AVIXA.

V2 Indonesia’s CEO, Rudi Hidayat, comments, 
“AVIXA is the AV industry association that 
helps promote AV standards and encourages 
continuous learning. I believe that being 
a gold member aligns with our goals of 
ensuring that we always provide quality and 
effective solutions to our clients. The various 
membership benefits, especially in the areas 
of learning and following standards, will put 
us in good stead to continuously improve our 
services to our clients which is our ultimate 
goal.”

www.v2indonesia.com

largest value-added distributors of AV, 
broadcast and recording products operating 
continuously since 1987. Like Hills, Amber 
is ASX-listed and maintains a sizable 
stockholding alongside dedicated technical 
support and service teams. The firm has 
offices in all major state capitals, alongside 
a New Zealand office in Glenfield, Auckland. 
Xilica joins fellow AV industry brands 
including Avid, Digital Projection, Grass 
Valley, Mackie, Optoma, and Tannoy.

“Since joining with Hills, we’ve seen 
incredible growth from its skilled AV team,” 
commented Barry Steinburg, Regional Sales 
Manager, Xilica. “As that same team moves 

ANZ: Xilica, a global leader in digital signal 
processing technology for AV and installed 
sound, has confirmed the distribution rights 
for its products will migrate from Hills Limited 
to Amber Technology for the Australia & 
New Zealand market, coinciding with Hills’ 
decision to relinquish its AV business. Hills 
has agreed to a transaction with Amber 
Technology which sees the majority of 
existing AV staff migrate to Amber, bringing 
with them exceptional competency, skill and 
knowledge surrounding the Xilica product 
portfolio.

Amber Technology, based in New South 
Wales, Australia, is one of the country’s 

over to Amber, we’re delighted to reaffirm 
our belief and commitment to them as our 
preferred partner to deliver award-winning, 
ultra-modular DSP technology right into the 
heart of the ANZ region. We wish them and 
our joint customers a very smooth transition, 
and we’ll be ready to support them with 
the tools and resources they need at this 
important time.”

Amber Technology will maintain a 
stockholding level as appropriate, and take 
over from Hills for technical support of 
Hills-sold Xilica products once the parties’ 
transaction is finalized. Customers may also 
continue to contact Xilica Technical Services 
directly for escalated service issues. For 
concerns or questions about this transition, 
we invite customers to contact Xilica 
Dealer Services or their contact at Amber 
Technology who will be happy to assist.

xilica.com

www.v2indonesia.com
https://xilica.com
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Barco Accelerates Next-Gen Healthcare Video Integration Solutions with New 
Partnerships in APAC

APAC: Barco, has announced its partnership 
with six new partners across the Asia-
Pacific region to deliver best-in-class digital 
experiences in Healthcare for its next-gen 
operating room video integration solution 
Nexxis. Barco leverages Nexxis, its video-
over-IP platform for digital integration in the 
operating room to deliver precise imagery, 
efficient workflow, and maximise flexibility 
across the increasingly complex Operating 
Room (OR) procedures globally.

The partners include SigmaJones AV in India, 
Heytech in Thailand, GET Medical in Taiwan, 
MedEqual in Philippines, Cetech in Vietnam 
and Rutledge AV, A Diversified Company 
in Australia. With these partnerships, 
Barco aims to expand its presence in the 
surgical sector across the APAC region and 
deliver cutting-edge surgical displays to 
digital operating rooms thereby increasing 
awareness for the solutions available to 
facilitate better and efficient healthcare.

Elaborating on the partnership, Rachel Coxon, 
Vice President of Healthcare APAC, Barco 
said, “We at Barco believe that efficient and 
future-ready healthcare should be accessible 
across as many avenues as possible and 

these partnerships bear testament to that. 
Nexxis can dramatically improve the scope 
and efficiency of an operating room and 
allows OR staff to concentrate on patient care 
instead of dealing with technical issues. We 
are looking forward to our partners taking 
the product to ORs across their regions. The 
solution avoids latency and artefacts, allows 
remote collaboration and efficient workflow 
while leaving room for organisational 
preferences.”

She further added “Patient safety and uptime 
is utmost priority in an operating room. 
Changing between surgical procedures and 
preferences requires trained personnel and 
proven technology. That’s where Nexxis HD 
and 4K video integration with perfect colour 
reproduction provides surgeons with best-in-
class image quality, near-zero latency, right 
depth and colour perception to enable safe 
and efficient procedures.”

To ensure that the solution is efficiently 
integrated into the healthcare system of 
its beneficiaries, the partners underwent 
intensive training this week in Singapore and 
Melbourne. Commenting on the sessions, 
Pieter Peene, Program Manager, Nexxis, 

Barco said, “When it concerns a solution 
as technologically advanced and diverse as 
Nexxis, undergoing training further equips 
our partners with product segmentation, 
technical troubleshooting, service and 
other technical aspects. We are pleased 
to announce that all the partners took an 
active part in the sessions and gained adept 
knowledge of the solution. We look forward 
to the efficient adoption of the solution 
in the operating rooms across the partner 
countries.”

Nexxis provides a frame rate of 60Hz to 
present fluid video from HD up to 4K/
UHD. The high quality and accuracy of the 
images help reduce eye fatigue during long 
surgical procedures. The solution uses the 
best available colour reproduction methods 
like 4:4:4 chroma and has automatic colour 
gamut selection to match the camera source 
and configure the display.

www.barco.com

S AI

www.barco.com
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Tripleplay Set to Release Social Media Support for 
TripleSign Digital Signage

China’s Liaoning Ballet 
Chooses ADB Fixtures for 
New Production of “Hua 
Mulan”

GLOBAL:  Tripleplay has announced social 
media integration for its TripleSign Digital 
Signage solution. A feature that has been 
requested by a number of clients and was 
demonstrated at its User Group in September 
will be officially available with the Caveman 3 
software release.

The social media plugin will allow for the 
fetch and display of content from social 
Twitter and Yammer networks, displaying 
posts in real-time within a digital signage 
layout. This integration will also be supported 
on Tripleplay’s new PLAY3R-SP1 Media 
Player as well as the BrightSign range and its 
Advanced PC Player. 

The plugin will be free of charge for all 
Tripleplay clients with an up-to-date support 
contract and will allow clients to display 
social media feeds in a variety of ways 
for example, sorting posts by popularity, 
different display types such as slide, timeline 
or tile and showing number of likes, retweets 
or interactions. This feature can also be 
displayed as a light or dark theme depending 
on client preference and Tripleplay can also 
provide pre-designed layout configurations 
that the social media account can link directly 
to. 

James Keen, Group Head of Marketing at 
Tripleplay commented on the feature saying, 
“Social Media has become such a huge part 
of companies’ and institutions’ primary 
marketing strategies, therefore having a 
platform that couldn’t natively support it 
was becoming inhibiting for our clients and 
made no sense to us as a business. As digital 
signage has become a mainstream marketing 
tool, we are reflecting this by working hard 

to develop features that enhance usability, 
ensuring our platform adoption continues to 
grow.”

Future releases will include support for social 
media platforms Instagram, Facebook and 
LinkedIn.

For more information on when this feature 
will be available in your region, or if you 
would like a demonstration in person, please 
contact your local account manager. 

www.tripleplay.tv

CHINA: The Liaoning Ballet has taken delivery 
of 40 ADB Klemantis AS1000 LED cyclorama 
lights, half of them for fixed installation for 
the Liaoning Ballet and half for the ballet 
company’s worldwide touring performances 
of “Hua Mulan.”

The Liaoning Ballet is one of the most famous 
ballet companies in China. It is known for 
producing new Chinese cultural works and 
performing well-known ballet classics. 
The story of a powerful female general in 
Chinese history, “Hua Mulan” has had many 

S AI

incarnations, including a Disney animated 
film. The Liaoning Ballet’s new production 
interprets the iconic tale through modern 
ballet choreography and music. It is now 
touring globally.

Lighting Programmer Ma Liang from the 
Liaoning Ballet chose the new Klemantis cyc 
lights and 40 ADB Warp 12º-30º 800W Zoom 
Profile spotlights, which were previously 
purchased by the Centre, for the production.  
Sergey Martynov is Hua Mulan’s Lighting 
Designer.

Used to create light and shadow designs 
for “Hua Mulan,” “Klemantis has high light 
efficiency, less light attenuation and a 
uniform field,” says Ma Liang. “They offer 
a good light projection angle and also save 
stage space.”

The Warp 800W Profiles offer “great colour 
temperature and high brightness,” Ma Liang 
adds. “It’s easy to change focus with the 
Profiles, and the lamp body zoom system 
accessories are durable and not easily 
damaged during transport.”

Ma Liang reports that both fixtures deliver 
“amazing and wonderful” performances for 
“Hua Mulan.”

Alfonso Zarate Takano, ADB’s Regional Sales 
Manager for APAC worked with ADB partner 
ACE (Advanced Communication Equipment 
[International] Co. Ltd.) to arrange product 
demos at the Centre prior to purchase.

www.adbstagelight.com

www.tripleplay.tv
www.adbstagelight.com


mailto:broadcast@rticorpasia.com
www.rticorp.com
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Immersive Digital Experiences Alliance Releases First Set of Specifications for 
Immersive Media

GLOBAL: The Immersive Digital Experiences 
Alliance (IDEA) has released the first draft of 
royalty-free specifications for the Immersive 
Technology Media Format (ITMF). ITMF is 
a display-agnostic interchange format for 
conveying high-quality and complex image 
scenes to a wide variety of immersive 
displays, including extended-reality headsets 
and display panels, based on the highly 
anticipated light field technology. 

Signalling industry momentum for immersive 
technologies, IDEA is releasing the first set 
of ITMF specifications only six months after 
the alliance made its debut at the 2019 NAB 
Show. 

The ITMF specification is based on ORBX 
scene graph technology, a format created 
by OTOY and now supported by dozens of 
software systems used in 3D animation and 
game development. Starting with the ORBX 
scene graph format, ITMF is designed as 
an interchange and distribution format for 
conveying high-quality, complex image scenes 
to immersive media displays over commercial 
networks. Applications range from passive 
viewing, gaming, and telepresence, including 
six degrees-of-freedom (6DoF), to next-
generation light field displays. Recognized for 
its potential to deliver an immersive, true-to-
life experience, light field is now considered 
the richest and most dense form of visual 
media, thereby setting the highest bar for 
features that the ITMF will need to support 
and the new media-aware processing 
capabilities that commercial networks must 
deliver. 

The initial ITMF suite includes three 
documents: a scene graph specification, a 
container specification, and a data encoding 
specification. The scene graph specification 
describes the physical attributes of a scene 
or object in mathematical terms and then 

provides instructions for the complex 
computational machinery at the receive end 
to generate the image.  

“IDEA came together in response to 
the growing momentum for immersive 
media — a viewing experience that goes 
beyond the constraints of a flat screen 
and rectangular picture to ‘immerse’ the 
user in the scene. Advances such as AR/
VR and 3D have approached this concept, 
but until now there’s been no common 
framework to enable these types of images 
to be transmitted on a commercial network 
and viewed on any device,” said Pete 
Ludé, chairman of IDEA and consultant to 
CableLabs. “We’re a few years away from 
realizing that goal, but ITMF is supercharging 
the effort. And IDEA is doing it without 
reinventing the wheel, by leveraging 
innovative and field-proven tools and 
technologies from the computer graphics 
world, such as ORBX.” 

While not fully implemented in the initial 
draft, the goals for the ITMF specification are 
based on  on five key attributes:

• The unique ability to achieve a fully 
immersive image, based on the best 
possible image representations and with 
light field technology as the highest 
common denominator.

• Solutions that are practical for 
transmission, with the ability to transmit 
complex data to viewers’ homes 
without using an inordinate amount of 
bandwidth.

• Display-agnostic solutions that support 
any type of display or viewing device, 
ranging from smartphones and 
extended-reality headsets to home 
theaters and expansive cinematic 
displays at entertainment complexes 
and theme parks.  

• Support for media-aware networks to 
optimize delivery with available network 
bandwidth and support of different 

display devices, enabling deployment of 
new immersive services.

• An open and royalty-free interchange 
format that any vendor can access and 
implement, thus spurring a broad range 
of industry solutions and speeding 
adoption. 

The new specifications are now available for 
public comment on the IDEA website at 

www.ImmersiveAlliance.org

S AI

Digital Projection 
Appoints Nizar Nasser 
for Middle East Region
MIDDLE EAST: Joining 
Digital Projection’s 
Dubai team as 
the new Regional 
Manager for the 
Middle East region 
is Nizar Nasser. A 
proven team leader, 
Nasser has worked for 
over 10 years as Crestron’s Regional Sales 
Manager for Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, as 
well as Middle East Business Development 
Manager.

Nasser also recognises the significance of 
the recent introduction of MLS projection 
systems to the industry. “Digital projection 
has a unique position in the region, with 
state-of-the-art technology to offer a 
comprehensive range of solutions to 
customers,” he said.

“Being in a supportive work environment 
is vital in providing the right customer 
experience and I have been welcomed to 
Digital Projection with open arms. I am 
looking forward to developing the fantastic 
opportunities the ME region has to offer and 
gain even more traction for the brand.”

www.digitalprojection.com/emea/

www.immersivealliance.org
www.digitalprojection.com/emea/
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Taiwan Traditional Theatre Center Adds Array of Claypaky and ADB Lighting 
Products

TAIWAN: The 3201 Multi Hall in the 
Taiwan Traditional Theatre Center (TTTC) 
at the National Center for Traditional Arts 
(NCFTA) in Taipei became the first theater 
in the country to use moving heads and 
be equipped with all-LED lighting with the 
installation of a complement of Claypaky and 
ADB products.

The NCFTA’s mission is to cultivate talents 
in the traditional arts and to conduct 
investigation, research, conservation, 
transmission and development of the 
traditional arts. The GuoGuang Opera 
Company, Taiwan Bangzi Opera Company, 
National Chinese Orchestra Taiwan and 
Taiwan Music Institute operate under its 
authority. NCFTA oversees the TTTC, which is 
also known as the Xiqu Center of Taiwan.

The Multi Hall is a small venue seating about 
130 people. It hosts traditional Chinese 
and Taiwanese opera and Palmadrama 
(Taiwanese hand-puppet theater) as 
well as press conferences and speaking 

engagements. The Multi Hall offers 
performing groups and others a well-
equipped, cost-effective theater space with a 
reduced need for technical equipment rentals 
and technical staffing.

Taipei-based ACROPRO Inc., which represents 
some of the top European and American 
brands to showcase the newest technology 
and innovations in lighting, sound, video and 
lasers, worked with Xiqu on the installation 
as part of a renovation of the Multi Hall. 
The new lighting complement featured five 
Claypaky Axcor Profile 400HCs, six Claypaky 
A.leda B-EYE K10s and an ADB EURODIM 
Twin Tech dimmer cabinet. Two years ago 
NCFTA purchased 40 Claypaky Scenius 
Profiles for the Main Hall of Xiqu.

“Claypaky lighting instruments are always 
stable, reliable and of excellent quality,” says 
Huai-min Jen, Section Chief of NCFTA. “They 
are also very quiet, which is important for a 
small venue like the Multi Hall. They meet 
the requirements of a professional venue and 

NEWS

lighting designers and elevate the venue to a 
higher standard.”

ACROPRO positioned the five Axcor Profile 
400s and two of the B-EYE K10s on the FOH 
batten.  The other four K10s are mounted on 
the first batten on the stage. “Coordinated 
with the other general LED fixtures these 
Claypaky products act as the stage’s key 
lights,” Huai-min explains.

ADB’s EURODIM Twin Tech dimmer cabinet is 
a new generation of professional installation 
dimmer, which allows plug-in modules of 
any type or rating to be freely mixed and 
moved in any configuration within a universal 
cabinet. It features ADB’s pioneering 
DimSwitch technology and represents the 
ultimate in flexible usage.

www.adbstagelight.com
www.claypaky.com

S AI

www.adbstagelight.com
www.claypaky.com
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L-Acoustics Provides Extraordinary Audio Experience at Chimelong Theatre

CHINA: The spectacular 6,700 seat 
Chimelong Theatre is the most recent 
addition to the Zhuhai Changlong Resort on 
Hengqin Island, joining Chimelong Ocean 
Kingdom, Changlong Hengqin International 
Circus City, and a spread of luxury hotels and 
park facilities. The theatre was designed by 
entertainment architecture studio Stufish, 
and opened in July 2019, after two years of 
construction and preparation. The building 
uses a circus tent theme to inform its 
impressive rolling external facade, which 
dominates a large, colourful two-level plaza. 

The production inside is as epic as the 
architecture. The ‘Dragon Show’ brings 
together more than 300 performance 
artists from over 20 countries across 
Europe, Asia, and Africa. It combines cutting 
edge technology and traditional circus 
performance on a 270-degree panoramic 

ring stage to tell the mythological stories 
of Zhuhai fishermen - a fully immersive re-
interpretation of the feast of water, land, and 
air, with the action taking place both on stage 
and over the audience.

To match this ambition, L-Acoustics certified 
provider distributor Rightway Audio 
Consultants worked with the theatre to 
design a powerful sound system with full, 
even coverage across the large audience 
area, and accurate control over every 
element of the performance. 

“Early in the process, the theatre’s 
production and sound design crew had a 
good idea of what they wanted to achieve,” 
says Rightway’s WenZhen Zhan. “First, they 
wanted to enhance the audience experience 
by providing audio that tracks with the 
moving stage positions of the performers and 
also they wanted the ability to move sound 
objects across the comprehensive overheads 
and surround system. Second, they wanted 
exceptional clarity and intelligibility.” 

On first inspection of the facility, Rightway 
also realised that the significant water-based 
elements of the show and the high humidity 
in the venue needed consideration - one of 

the reasons why L-Acoustics K2, with its IP45 
rating, was chosen as the primary element. 

The full system consists of 48 K2 in four 
hangs across the stage front, with 12 KS28 
subwoofers flown centrally. Fifty-five X12 
account for monitoring, and the entire 
system is powered by LAX12 amplified 
controllers. The system makes uses of the 
L-ISA multichannel audio processor which 
provides spatial audio processing and 
object-based mixing facilities for the system. 
DiGiCo SD10 consoles were chosen for Front 
of House and monitor duties, the console’s 
native L-ISA Source Control allowing the 
system to be controlled directly from the 
console’s surface.

With assistance from L-Acoustics Alvin Koh, 
Rightway used L-Acoustics Soundvision 
software to design the system. “We had a lot 
of help from L-Acoustics,” says Chimelong’s 
AV team. “L-Acoustics was very hands-on, 
with detailed training and support at the 
theatre, which really impressed the theatre’s 
staff.”

YuLong He, Sound Supervisor at the 
Chimelong Hengqin Theatre, added his own 
compliments: “It is the first time that we 
have used L-Acoustics products, but they 
provided excellent system training, which 
helps us to be even more professional. It 
is the dream of every sound engineer to 
own and use the world’s cutting-edge audio 
system and L-Acoustic is indeed the world’s 
top professional audio system manufacturer.

 “The Zhuhai Changlong Resort is a very 
special place,” concludes He. “In its first nine 
months it attracted over eight million visitors 
and the Dragon Show at the new Chimelong 
Theatre will surely keep them coming back 
for more.”

www.l-acoustics.com
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NEW ZEALAND: LIFE, a multi-site church in 
Auckland, New Zealand, has a sophisticated 
live audio-visual production set-up that 
provides its congregation with superior 
coverage of services, worship-based concerts 
and conferences. In late 2018, it opened its 
newest facility, LIFE Central Campus, with 
an 1800-seat auditorium, a 300-seat Chapel 
facility and foyer spaces. The extensive 
facility necessitated a wide-ranging, high-
functioning communication system to keep 
production teams connected, not just around 
the building but also with the other LIFE 
campuses.

Riki Willis, Production Project Coordinator, 
LIFE, said, “The new facility is set up as 
a typical live production environment, 
including a vision control room and 
auditorium FOH. We needed multiple 
channels of simultaneous communication to 
support the various job functions, from
technical directors and video producers to 
lighting operators and stage management 
crew, so a matrix was deemed necessary. We 
also wanted to be able to live-link audio and 
video to and from our two other Auckland-
based campuses.”

Having evaluated and priced the major 
market competitors, the LIFE team chose 

Clear-Com Digital Wireless Solution Enables Clear, Flexible Communication for 
Life Church

Clear-Com for a number of compelling 
reasons, as Willis explains, “I tested the 
competitors’ latest generation wireless 
system against FreeSpeak II and felt that 
FreeSpeak II’s audio quality and
noise floor were far superior. We also 
already owned some Clear-Com LQ units 
and partyline equipment, so there was 
compatibility with existing kit, and there is 
also more knowledge of the
Clear-Com product line in New Zealand, 
which is helpful when we are hiring or 
welcoming external teams to the facility.” 
The Clear-Com installation includes an Eclipse 
HX-Delta matrix frame with E-IPA cards, with 
FreeSpeak II IP-enabled transceivers and 
beltpacks, V-Series Irisä intercom panels and 
LQ Series IP interfaces.

The system enables much more granular and 
direct communications, which has been a 
huge boon for the team, as has the addition 
of more focused partylines. The multi-
channel, fully integrated wireless system 
has also provided exceptional flexibility and 
greater functionality.

“Previously, almost all communications were 
heard by all parties, which can be distracting 
to those not affected by the conversation and 
who need to focus on what is happening in 

the moment. This meant that sometimes the 
team would communicate less than needed 
to avoid creating distractions,” says Willis. 
“The possibility we now have for multiple 
groups/partylines is very useful, along with 
the ability for easy direct conversations, 
station to station.”

Regular live-link audio and video to the two 
other remote campuses is now simplified, 
by linking the remote campus’ 2-wire 
communications into the matrix via remote 
LQ-2W units. Willis also praises the longevity 
of FreeSpeak II beltpacks’ battery life, their 
solid build and wide roaming ability without 
losing signal, as well as full integration with 
the matrix and the flexibility of the
‘profile’ based system. The ability to change 
and save configurations for an event and then
revert to the ‘standard’ setup afterwards is 
also helpful.

Clear-Com’s authorized partner, Gencom 
Technology, supplied and installed the 
system. “Their assistance in working through 
the design and follow-up support was really 
appreciated,” says Willis. “The confidence 
we have in the support available on the 
ground here with Gencom Technology was a 
significant factor in our decision.”

On the opening weekend of the facility, the 
LIFE Central Campus hosted the Hillsong 
Young and Free band for a worship concert, 
and within a couple of weeks of opening, the 
church held a Christmas Spectacular show 
open to the public, with three showings at 
full capacity. “It was quite a way to start 
with a new communications system, but 
everything went very smoothly and
has continued to do so ever since,” says 
Willis.

www.clearcom.com
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Just Add Power at Brisbane’s Luxurious Calile Hotel

AUSTRALIA: Tasked with outfitting meeting 
and event areas with the latest AV and 
presentation equipment to meet the needs 
of any occasion, Soho Sound Design relied 
on J+P’s solutions to reliably distribute video 
content from set-top boxes (STBs), in-house 
music video channels, and numerous local 
sources to projectors and displays in the 
hotel’s private boardroom and dining rooms, 
function rooms, and outdoor amphitheater.

“When selecting a video distribution solution 
for the Calile Hotel, there were some unique 
project challenges to consider,” said Jason 
Roesler, owner of Soho Sound Design. “Not 
only would in-house video sources span 
two comms rooms — necessitating a fibre-
capable solution — but two of those sources 
would be distributed to the hotel’s 720p VOD 
system for playout on hotel room TVs. This 
meant that scaling was a key feature required 
for interlinking the two video networks. 
To meet these needs, we relied on Just 
Add Power’s 2GΩ/3G PoE transmitters and 
receivers.”

Each video source at the Calile Hotel is 
equipped with J+P’s VBS-HDIP-705POE 
2GΩ/3G transmitter. In addition, the 
four function rooms feature a total of 10 
transmitters integrated in walls and floor 
boxes, allowing HDMI sources to be plugged 
in for client events. Projectors, displays, and 
the VOD system are outfitted with VBS-HDIP-
505POE 2GΩ/3G receivers. The receivers 
provide control over the projectors via RS-

232. Since the TVs in the boardrooms don’t 
fully support RS-232, two J+P VBS-HDIP-IRD 
IR dongles are being used for IR control. At 
the VOD system, the receivers downscale the 
hotel’s in-house channels to 720p.

The hotel’s Ultra HD over IP system supports 
1080p video with HDCP 1.4; all lossless audio 
formats, including Dolby Atmos; control 
endpoints with RS-232 and IR; and image 
push, pull, and pop features. An integrated 
scaler on the receiver automatically adjusts 
the picture to fit the screen. The J+P platform 
is engineered to provide complete scalability, 
so expansion with an additional screen or 
source is as simple as adding another receiver 
or transmitter. Furthermore, the solutions 
provide the hotel with infrastructure to 
meet future 4K requirements by mixing 
and matching devices, with 2GΩ devices on 
1080p sources and 3G on 4K sources.

“To compete in the resort market, hotels 
have to go beyond simply providing their 
guests with a bed for the night,” said Taft 
Stricklin, sales team manager at J+P. “Spaces 
for business meetings and private events are 
a must, and it takes the right AV technology 
to really set your offering apart. The Calile 
Hotel is a great example. We’re proud to help 
power the guest experience at the hotel and 
look forward to accommodating its future 
growth.”

www.sohosound.com.au
www.justaddpower.com

APAC: B-Tech 
AV Mounts, 
an industry-
leading designer, 
manufacturer 
and distributor 
of AV mounting 
solutions, has 
announced the 
appointment of 
Jenny Li as its 
new Director of Operations (APAC) with 
immediate effect.

Based in B-Tech’s office in Ningbo, China, 
Jenny first joined the business in 2013 as a 
salesperson, whilst also providing valuable 
input into the manufacturing, supply chain 
and logistical procedures of the business. 
Excelling in her role, she went on to become 
Sales Manager for APAC, working closely 
with B-Tech teams and customers across East 
and South-East Asia, playing a crucial role in 
establishing the company as a leading brand 
in the region.

In her new role as Director of Operations 
(APAC), Jenny joins B-Tech’s existing global 
senior management team and will be 
responsible for all operational procedures 
across B-Tech’s existing China, Hong Kong, 
Singapore and Vietnam facilities as well as 
continuing to oversee sales throughout the 
region.

Matthew Bennett, CEO of the B-Tech 
International Group, said: “We are thrilled 
to make this announcement and be able 
to again reward the exceptional work and 
loyalty shown by our employees. Jenny has 
done an incredible job since joining the 
company, playing a vital role in transforming 
B-Tech’s APAC operations from being solely 
production and logistical facilities, into full 
scale APAC sales offices.

www.btechavmounts.com

NEWS

B-Tech Promotes Jenny Li 
to Director of Operations 
(APAC)

www.sohosound.com.au
www.btechavmounts.com
www.justaddpower.com


http://www.yamahaproaudio.com/
Download a brochure

Yamaha is committed to delivering the best background music, speech and presentation systems, with optimum 

quality components throughout the signal chain. Built on the three foundations of sound, design and quality, the 

expanding VX speakers is divided into three types; VXC in-ceiling speakers, VXS surface mount speakers and 

VXL slimline, column-type line array speakers. VX models range from miniature full-range units through to 

subtle-but-powerful subwoofers and a power-over-Ethernet (PoE) VXL unit.

The shallowest model in the VXC series,
providing the most flexible installation solutionNEW

NEW

VXC2F

VXC8S

B W

76mm

Super Slim Back Can
A back can less than 3 inches 
deep, which directly 
contributes to flexible 
installation.

Streamlined Design
Grilles with minimum rim 
width, available in black or 
white, and removable logo.

Pendant-mount Option
Suspension hardware and 
loudspeaker cosmetic cover 
designed for hanging from 
open ceilings.

An in-ceiling subwoofer with naturally extended low,
featuring smart design for safer, faster installationB W

Portable
A built-in “Carrying Band” not only makes 
the speaker easy to carry around, but also 
increases safety when working on a 
stepladder.

Secure
An “Anti-Drop Tab” mechanism securely holds 
the speaker in place so that the installation can 
proceed safely and efficiently. There’s also a 
release lever that allows the 
speaker to be smoothly removed 
from the ceiling as required.

http://www.yamahaproaudio.com/
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Powersoft Brings Crystal Clear Audio to QWEC

CHINA: Powersoft amplifier platforms have 
been chosen to drive the brand-new audio 
system installed at Qingdao World Expo City 
(QWEC), a 32,000 sqm conference venue in 
the ancient coastal city of Qingdao.

The upgrade, handled by EZ Pro, focussed on 
QWEC’s Great Hall, which accommodates up 
to 1,500 people, has an area of 3,000 sqm, 
and can even be divided into two parts.

“We hoped to create a destination that is, in 
terms of scale and technology, far ahead of 
anything else in Northeast Asia,”said General 
Manager Zhao Guangjun. 

The venue was to be equipped with world-
class audio-visual equipment to meet the 
needs of a variety of international and 
domestic high-end conferences. With this 
forward-thinking ethos in mind, Powersoft 
amplifier platforms were the obvious choice. 

“Powersoft products offer a traditionally 
amazing sound quality and reliability,” said 
Alan Ho, senior VP of business development 
at EZ Pro. “The patented Smart Rails 
Management (SRM) technology allows us 
to maximise the efficiency of the system 

and drastically reduce power consumption 
at any load and for any usage conditions. 
Its exclusive dampening coefficient 
compensation technology can also solve 
problems like line power loss that is caused 
by remote transmission.”

In total, EZ Pro installed 46 of Powersoft’s 
Quattrocanali 1204 amplifier platforms, as 
well as 23 of the Quattrocanali 2404 DSP+D. 
These particular versions of the Quattrocanali 
grant the integrator in-depth control and 
monitoring of all the signals via ArmonìaPlus, 
so that the sound can be tailored to suit any 
customer’s needs.

In this case, EZ Pro selected EAW’s Anna and 
Anya loudspeakers, and Otto subwoofers 
for the Great Hall, all of which are part of 
the manufacturer’s Adaptive System series. 
These larger units are complemented by VFR 
series loudspeakers and CXT coaxial ceiling 
speakers.

Pan Acoustics PB steerable column 
loudspeakers and additional EAW cabinets 
were utilised elsewhere for the dissipation of 
background music around the venue.
 

The hall’s audio system is controlled by an 
Allen & Heath dLive digital mixing desk and 
a CDM stage box, with an Allen & Heath GLD 
digital mixer as backup and a Symetrix Prism 
for audio processing. 

“We only had a short time period to 
complete a heavy task,” said Ho.  “The end 
user had a clear idea with regards to the 
requirements for the audio system design, 
but the job was far from simple. We were 
able to draw on our experience of working 
on other conference centres to ensure the 
functional requirements were met. 

“We implemented multiple measures such 
as hidden pipeline installation and the 
deployment of mobile equipment, so as not 
to clash with other QWEC upgrade work 
going on. 

“I believe that EZ Pro was able to deliver fully, 
as did the audio system and the Powersoft 
products chosen to drive it.”  

www.powersoft-audio.com
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The Gimje Cultural and Art Center Shines A Light on Cultural Performances with 
Martin by HARMAN

SOUTH KOREA: Hansam System recently 
equipped the Gimje Cultural and Art Center 
with state-of-the-art Martin by HARMAN 
lighting fixtures to deliver dynamic lighting 
displays for events and performances.

Founded in 2009, the Gimje Cultural 
and Art Center is South Korea’s premier 
event space for plays, operas, musicals, 
exhibitions and more. Home to a 488-seat 
grand performance hall, a smaller 230-seat 
performance hall and various exhibition 
halls, the Gimje Cultural and Art Center hosts 
prominent performances and events such as 
“The Sound of Jazz Concert,” “Korean Rock 
Music Concert” and “Gala Les Miserables 
Concert.” In order to create brighter, more 
balanced lighting displays, the Gimje Cultural 
and Art Center recently hired Hansam 
System, South Korea’s leading distributor of 
professional event lighting, to upgrade their 
existing system with a cutting-edge lighting 
solution. After assessing the needs of the 
venue, Hansam System selected Martin 
by HARMAN ELP Series fixtures for their 
superior output and vivid color rendering.

“The theater needed a custom lighting 
solution that was more compact and 

powerful than their existing setup,” said 
Sehoon Park, Sales Manager, Hansam System. 
“The old fixtures were halogen lamps and 
the client wanted to replace them with new 
LED lighting units that could deliver better 
performance. Martin ELP LED lighting units 
were the perfect choice with their powerful 
performance and cost savings. We had a 
little trouble fitting them into the existing 
installation space, but we used a bracket 

to raise the existing batten fixtures, which 
provided enough room for the new fixture’s 
operation.”

Hansam System equipped the performance 
hall and projection room with cutting-edge 
Martin ELP-WW warm white and ELP-CL full 
color LED ellipsoidal fixtures, which deliver 
class-leading luminance and unparalleled 
ease of use. Equipped with 19-degree beam 
angle tube lenses, the ELP fixtures provide 
tight, punchy beams for creating dazzling 
lighting displays. 

“The Gimje Cultural and Art center is the 
only theater in the city, so we wanted to 
deliver the best possible lighting solutions 
to ensure the perfect viewing experience for 
every event, ” said Gyeongwon Kim, Lighting 
Director, Gimje Cultural and Art Center. 
“We are highly satisfied with the solutions 
provided by HARMAN and Hansam System, 
especially the ELP-WW units, and would like 
to acknowledge the innovative measures 
taken to integrate the larger ELP-CL units in 
the projection room as well.”
 
“Venues that host a diverse range of events 
like the Gimje Cultural and Art Center require 
lighting solutions that can bring out the true 
visual experience for the audience,” said 
Ramesh Jayaraman, VP & GM, HARMAN 
Professional Solutions, APAC. “We would 
like to thank our partner Haman Systems 
for delivering and designing a robust 
solution that is sure to elevate the cultural 
experiences on the show.”

harman.com
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The inaugural Jakarta AV Week event was held from 9 to 11 October 
at the Kasablanka Hall in Jakarta, Indonesia. The Hall accommodated 
22 booths representing over 30 brands in the B2B segment whilst the 
solutions targeted at the B2C segment featured 10 booths. The B2C 
exhibits were located outside the B2B hall to distinguish the targeted 
solutions and audience.

The event was organised by the coming together of three individuals 
and companies – Rudi Hidayat of V2 Indonesia, Panca Sarungu of 
RajaMICE and Jim Tehusijarana of Alcor Prime.

V2 is a well established distributor and SI whereas RajaMICE 
specialises in event management and Alcor Prime operates venues 
including the Kasablanka Hall and also provides sound, light and visual 
services.

Rudi Hidayat said, “The main objective with Jakarta AV Week is 
to share knowledge and information and provide networking 
opportunities between visitors and the brands.”

With the visitors mainly made up of the vertical market end-users, the 
organisers wanted to share as much information about technology 
and trends and how these solutions can be used to better effect in the 
respective organisations.

To enable this sharing, the organisers divided specific topics over 
the three days. The first day topics covered displays and supporting 
solutions, the second day topics touched on presentation and 
communication technologies and the last day was specific to Smart 
City solutions.

The presentations were held within the B2B hall and had 
entertainment spread out around the presentations to help keep the 
vibe alive and at the same time breaking away from the norm and 
offering something unique and upbeat.

The event saw around 1,000+ visitors within the B2B space from the 
vertical segments that included government, education, corporate, 
houses of worship as well as a number of system integrators.

Yuyun Candra, COO, PT Rainbow Asia Posters said, “Jakarta AV Week 
was impressive with quality presenters, qualified knowledge and open 
insight about the development of AV both from the hardware and 
software perspective being shared. This event proves that Indonesia is 
not too late to keep up with the times and is ready to compete in the 
Information arena. I would like to thank V2 Indonesia for organising 

Inaugural Jakarta AV Week Shows Promise
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this event. They did a great job.” PT Rainbow Asia Posters specialises 
in Digital Billboard applications.

System Integrator Razzif Eka Darma, CEO of PT Kreasindon Graha 
Presada added, “I would like to express my satisfaction with 
Jakarta AV Week where the exhibition showcased technological 
advancements in the field of AV, which is up-to-date and easy for 
users to present their needs. I look forward to V2 Indonesia bringing 
more advanced technologies into Indonesia for our understanding 
and appreciation.”

Semuel Sumampouw from the Marketing Promotion Departments 
of PT Metropolitan Karyadeka Development, a large property 
company in Indonesia, commented, “We are thankful for the 
organisers for inviting myself and the Metland Cyber team to this 
event. I felt it was a really good event that was well executed and 
I was especially impressed with the presentation from reactive 
studio from Canada. I am really looking forward to using some of the 
technology presented here.”

Christa Widjaja, Property Management Coordinator at Karyadeka 
Group, added, “Jakarta AV Week as a whole opens up my insight 
on how current technological advancements greatly simplify life, 
especially for dynamic executives, who need quick decision making 
and high productivity demands. With the features presented in the 
overall arrangement of the program, it makes me more optimistic, 
that all the above needs can be accommodated perfectly. Overall, I 
really appreciate the Jakarta AV Week event, both from the content of 
the event, product / feature sampling, to the efforts of the organizing 
committee that delivered everything very informative and on target.”

Sharing the positive impression of the event, Ryo Limijaya, Head 
of Sales and Marketing, Anomali Coffee highlights, “Jakarta AV 
Week was an outstanding event. It showcased the products without 
forgetting to educate the market with outstanding presenters, 
technology and experience. For us it was especially interesting as our 
space was also used as an example of how digital signage and displays 
can be used effectively in an F&B environment.” Anomali had a booth 
serving coffee within the B2B hall and was also used as a showcase for 
digital display solutions.

The houses of worship community were also present at the event. 
Pastor Stephen Erastus of Gereja Suara Kebenaran Injil Church 
comments, “Jakarta AV Week was such a great event. I am so grateful 
to be able to see so many exhibitors with super modern technology. I 
can’t wait for the next edition.”

Novandry Sukmawan, Creative Pastor at NDC Ministry, adds, “The 
lively opening ceremony accompanied by selected seminar speakers 
who are experts in their fields, makes Jakarta AV Week the coolest 
series of seminars and exhibitions at the moment. Jakarta AV Week 
helped enhance our knowledge and understanding as users of Audio 
Visual technology. Thank you V2 Indonesia for bringing this about 
with the other co-organisers.”

Also visiting the exhibition was one of the larger exhibition organisers 
in Indonesia, PT International Exhibition. Bambang Setiawan, 
President Director of the company highlights, “In addition to 
providing insight, there was an impressive display of exhibits and 
stage shows that provides AV enthusiasts the opportunity to meet, 
gather and share experiences. What was even more exciting was the 
discussion on AV industry trends going forward. Congratulations to 
the organisers for a job well done.”

Exhibitors were also positive about the inaugural edition.

“This was refreshing. To me it is not about the size but rather the 

quality of visitors. It was a focused group of visitors. The showcase 
and presentations gave the delegates the opportunity to enhance 
their knowledge and also at the same time touch, feel and experience 
the solutions,” said Peter Chan, CEO, Lighthouse Technologies.

RGBlink’s Justin Knox added, “This is a great initiative to bring 
together different manufacturers so that people can collaborate and 
share their knowledge. The size of the show is not overwhelming for 
the delegates and helps to drive the focus of the show which is on 
knowledge sharing and technologies. This event I believe has provided 
visitors with a platform to have conversations and understand the 
solutions more intimately. Many of them would not have had the 
opportunity to go to big exhibitions and it might even overwhelm 
them whereas this setting is more amicable for the visitors.”
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“Jakarta AV Week has more than met my expectations and I am very 
satisfied,” said Pokai Chen, Deputy General manager, APAC Sales 
Division, Newline Interactive. “The reaction of the visitors to our 
solutions as been very positive. After our presentation to them, I can 
say they left our booth impressed with our solutions. I would also like 
to add that the invite of Intel to present was good as they shared new 
product concepts and possibilities which I am sure the visitors as well 
as vendors like ourselves found interesting.”

“It’s our first time joining a Pro-AV event in Indonesia. With V2’s 
strong business network, we believe Jakarta AV Week is the first 
choice for us to participate. The 130” All-in-One LED Display is 
collaborating with IFP and interactive software displaying at Smart 
Meeting and Collaboration Room area which provided visitors a good 
prospect of the smart meeting room solution. This event and the 
presentations provided more insights of the industry technologies 
for Indonesia customers which we think will also help the business 
development in Indonesia. We are pleased to be here and hope to 
grow business together with V2 in the near future,” said Tony Hung, 
APAC Sales Director, Calibre UK.

For an inaugural edition, Jakarta AV Week showed promise. The 
organisers will be looking  to further tweak and improve the event so 
that it brings even more real benefit to visitors as well as exhibitors.

www.jakartaaudiovisualweek.com

EVENT

www.jakartaaudiovisualweek.com
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Come What May, Protect Your Data With Sony 

Virtually every industry 
is information-driven. 
What distinguishes 
the most successful 
businesses is the ability 
to securely manage 
data as an asset across 
the whole enterprise 
- proficiently utilizing 
data is critical to the 
profitability and future 
success of any business. 
However, the difficulty in 
managing assets grows 
every day - frequency, 
volume and speed of incoming data continue to increase. 

For example, within the video production industry, data-heavy video 
content (e.g. 4K, 8K, and 4K/8K high frame rate images) is becoming 
a major source of video broadcasting. In addition, many companies 
and research institutions are creating high volumes of data (big data) 
for use in AI systems. As such, businesses needs to effectively manage 
newly created assets, safely store and seamlessly utilize them along 
with older data. 

Optical Disc Archive (ODA) from Sony is a reliable, high-performance 
long-term media storage solution - definitely a compelling match for 
the needs of broadcasters and content owners, banks, researchers, 
universities and other data-driven organisations. A new generation of 
ODA Generation 3 (ODA Gen3) was recently introduced and consist of 
high capacity archive drive inclusive of USB desktop drive units (ODS-
D380U), fiber-channel library drive units (ODS-D380F) and write once 
media cartridges (ODC5500R). With increased capacity and higher 
speed drive, ODA Gen3 is developed for secure, long-term enterprise 
data storage needs. 

Sony’s ODA solution safeguards precious digital assets now and in the 
future. Built on more than three decades of Sony’s advanced optical 
storage know-how, it uses new generation high-capacity optical disc 
– Archival Disc, with a media archival life estimated at 100 years - 
substantially longer than other storage media in the market.

The next-generation ODC5500R is resistant to temperature and 
humidity changes and is superior at withstanding external factors 
including water, light and EMP (Electronic Magnetic Pulse) events. 
ODA Gen3 can also reduce long-term expenses thanks to its eco-
friendly, low power consumption. In addition, its dependability, 
feature set and backward compatibility eliminate the need for data 
migration between multiple media generations, making it the ideal 
solution to accommodate the growing demand for long-term cold 
archive storage.

In addition, the new 
Gen3 enterprise 
class 8-channel 
optical drive reads 
and writes both sides 
of the double-sided 
media to enable 
high speed, secure 
data transfer of 
375 MB/s read and 
187.5 MB/s write, 
1.5 times higher 
when compared with 
Gen2. Data integrity 
is assured using 

“on the fly” verification combined with highly stable storage media. 
The included Fixity check feature provides auditable long-term data 
integrity.

With a built-in “Cartridge Memory”, the media provides seamless 
integration between the cartridge and drive by storing basic content 
recording information. With the future release of application 
software, the cartridge memory feature will allow users to identify 
the contents of the media with mobile devices for efficient asset 
management, such as cartridge tracking and digital asset inventory 
control.

Sony publishes a clear technology roadmap, pointing to further 
exciting advances in performance, storage capacity and transfer 
speeds. And the great news is that media written today will be 
compatible with tomorrow’s ODA hardware. Users can concentrate 
solely on building their business, without the headache of costly 
migration strategies.

Every data matter - whether one is looking for a simple answer to 
small-scale storage needs or an enterprise grade long-term archive 
and asset management solution, ODA offers the speed, capacity, 
resilience and reliability to cope with your growing needs. 

For more information, please visit pro.sony.  

http://www.pro.sony
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Barco Brings Group VR to Construction Planning 
Meeting Rooms

Barco has introduced the Canvas, a new 
solution for companies that want to take 
their next steps in VR and bring 3D images 
to a group of decision-makers and experts, 
while still being able to interact with each 
other. Barco’s Canvas is the first VR solution 
that both serves the needs of group VR 
sessions and regular meetings. In this way, 
the Canvas suits two distinct purposes, 
allowing customers to maximize on their 
investment. The Canvas is applicable in all 
markets where 3D images are coupled with 
business objectives, with a focus on AEC 
(Architecture, Engineering and Construction).

Many VR users want to enhance their 3D 
visualization capabilities and shake off the 
disadvantages of Head Mounted Displays 
(HMDs) that isolate users and strongly hinder 
collaboration. However, it takes careful 
consideration of use cases, workflow, budget 
and space to get to this next level. Because 
the use cases are often not yet to the point 
where they work in virtual reality 100% of 
the time, getting approval for these projects 
can be difficult.

Barco’s Canvas is the solution. This new 
system consists of 3 projection surfaces, set 
up at an angle of 135°, and opens a new era 
for virtual reality in enterprises. It enables 
an increasing number of users to experience 
group VR that fosters collaboration between 
teams and allows customers to preview and 
assess buildings or designs before they are 
built. The ability to do this in the convenience 
of a meeting room, while at the same time 
using the screen as a traditional display, is 
truly unique.

In meetings and collaboration sessions, the 
Barco Canvas acts as a large display surface 
for a wealth of information and data. Using 
Barco’s plug-and-play ClickShare technology, 
users have the freedom to share their 

content on the screen and have interactive 
discussions. When the users put on the 3D 
glasses, the Canvas becomes an immersive 
display that enables insight into 3D data. In 
this way, the Canvas creates an overwhelming 
experience for, among other things, sales and 
marketing purposes, project meetings where 
3D modelling adds an important dimension 
to efficiently monitor progress or reduce 
mistakes during execution, etc.

The Barco Canvas brings together many of 
Barco’s unique strengths. For example, the 
famous image quality of its projectors brings 
both optimal 2D and 3D imagery to life. 
Depending on the needs and the size of the 
installation, Barco has a wide range of high-
quality projectors in its portfolio to deliver 
an immersive experience. Furthermore, the 
high-quality and light-weight Barco RigiFlex 
screens ensure superb performance and easy 
installation.

“There are amazing opportunities for 
companies and organizations that decide 
to leverage the potential of VR,” says Kurt 
Doornaert, Director Virtual Experience at 
Barco. “Take construction as an example: 
instead of looking at a sketch, VR brings 
the BIM data to life. It puts you inside the 
building, makes it possible to walk and look 
around, creates emotions and gives much 
better insights into the project. In this way, 
mistakes can be avoided, preventing the 
waste of material, money and time. At Barco, 
we keep focusing on how to bring value to 
existing and new VR users. The HMDs have 
made it possible for many companies to put 
their first steps into VR. Now, many of them 
are looking to take their next steps and bring 
VR to a group of decision-makers who want 
to work with 3D content but are still able to 
interact with each other without wearing 
HMDs. This is what we call Group VR, and 
where Barco together with its channels 
already offer powerwall and cave solutions. 
The Barco Canvas is a new solution designed 
for construction and for all VR users looking 
into group VR.”

www.barco.com
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Extron Announces 
Horizontal Video 
Mirroring LinkLicense 
for the SMP 111

Extron has announced the immediate 
availability of the Horizontal Video 
Mirroring LinkLicense Upgrade for 
Extron SMP 111 Streaming Media 
Processors. This optional upgrade adds 
expanded functionality that enhances 
and streamlines the recording of video 
and audio presentations. Horizontal 
Video Mirroring flips video horizontally 
to support lightboard or other 
applications that require reversal of 
the video image due to the presenter 
facing the camera while writing on a 
transparent surface.

“We are always looking for new ways 
to empower integrators to offer more 
efficient, cost-effective solutions, 
and Extron’s Horizontal Mirroring 
LinkLicense for the SMP 111 does just 
that,” says Casey Hall, Vice President 
of Worldwide Sales and Marketing 
for Extron. “This valuable LinkLicense 
streamlines the recording process by 
eliminating the need to manually flip 
the video in post-production, saving 
time and resources for institutions with 
lightboard applications.”

Extron’s flexible framework offers the 
option to add an Extron Pro Series 
control processor and a TouchLink 
Pro touchpanel for an integrated, 
user-friendly recording solution. The 
Horizontal Video Mirroring LinkLicense 
Upgrade for the SMP 111 will be 
available October 2019.

www.extron.com

www.barco.com
www.extron.com
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Christie Extends its Flat Panel LCD Lineup with .44 Millimeter Bezel Tileable 55-
inch Professional Display

With their 0.44mm/combined 0.88 mm 
extreme narrow bezel, TAA-compliance, and 
4K at 60Hz delivery, the two new Christie 
55-inch Extreme Series flat panels deliver a 
powerful punch for military and government 
installations, utility and other mission-
critical  control rooms, and visualization 
labs requiring the latest intelligent design 
electronics,  advanced performance, and 
video wall optimization. 

The flagship of Christie’s Extreme Series, the 
FHD554-XZ-H and its HR sibling are equipped 
with HDMI 2.0, HDCP 2.2 connectivity, and 
an OPS slot to accept a variety of processing 

modules including Christie Phoenix EP for a 
complete solution package.

“The new FHD554-XZ-H/HR models feature 
Christie’s latest generation of tiled LCD 
technology featuring the next evolution of 
combined bezel to date and a platform that 
further improves the performance of our 
tiled LCD solutions,” said John Dixon, Senior 
Product Manager, Christie. 

“Besides the improvement in the display 
platform and bezel, there are also 
improvements in optical properties and 
mechanical robustness. For customers 
looking for the most seamless looking tiled 
LCD, these two models are the best you 
can achieve in a video wall. We envision 
that our customers in the control room and 
digital signage markets are going realize and 
appreciate just how small the bezel is.”

The FHD554-XZ-HR is Christie’s remote power 
model that provides improved reliability 

while delivering mission-critical uptime 
and redundancy capabilities. For customers 
wanting an ultra-slim profile for their video 
wall, the FHD554-XZ-H/HR combined with 
Christie’s ML25 mount can deliver a total 
depth of less than four inches, complying 
with the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA).

“The electronic platform is Christie’s latest 
which delivers outstanding video wall 
performance, flexibility in content, and 
installation and service features that make 
it easier to deploy LCD video walls,” added 
Dixon. “Customers require a seamless 
look with tiled LCD video walls and a key 
component of making it look seamless is to 
match the brightness and colour of each of 
the displays in the video wall. Our advanced 
factory calibration eases the installation and 
calibration of the LCD video wall by tuning 
the displays brightness, colour temperature, 
and colours.”

www.christiedigital.com

UNITE THE PEOPLE
DIGITAL WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

• Wireless Microphone • Interpretation Application 
• Assistive Listening • Guided Tours 

www.beyerdynamic.com/unite

ADV_UniteAD-AP4_210x140_v01.indd   1 16.07.19   10:41

www.christiedigital.com
www.beyerdynamic.com/unite
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Atlona Launches Standalone Display Control System 
to Automate Meeting Spaces

Atlona, a Panduit company, is now shipping 
a compact, cost-efficient display controller 
that automates smaller meeting spaces in 
a streamlined configuration. The new 4K/
UHD-ready AT-DISP-CTRL provides users 
with simple, plug-and-play operation for 
meeting spaces that lack AV switching, 
while also eliminating the need to manage 
handheld remote controls during lectures 
and presentations.

“Our customers need a simple display 
automation tool for BYOD connectivity in 
gathering areas that don’t require full AV 
control,” said Josh Castro, Product Manager, 
Atlona. “The DISP-CTRL solves this challenge 
for our customers, allowing them to design 
huddle rooms where presenters can just 
plug-in their laptop and begin presenting. 
The DISP-CTRL also provides an upgrade 
opportunity for legacy AV systems to ditch 
the hand-held remote and provide automatic 
display control capabilities.”

The DISP-CTRL detects connection of a 
source device with an active signal, and 
automatically sends a control command 
to power the display. The controller 
automatically changes the display power 
state based on HDMI device connection 
or disconnection, enabling display control, 
volume control and input selection without 
a remote control. Programmable display 
control modes can power off displays after 
a specified period of inactivity, or following 
a manual disconnection. Adjustable lamp 
cooldown modes are available to avoid 
prematurely powering up a projector after 
shutdown.

The DISP-CTRL can deliver pre-stored 
or user-programmed display control 

commands through TCP/IP, RS-232, IR or CEC. 
Additionally, the controller includes EDID 
and HDCP management features, and can 
be powered locally or through Power over 
Ethernet (PoE). The DISP-CTRL is HDCP 2.2 
compliant and supports 4K/UHD video @ 
60Hz with 4:4:4 chroma sampling, as well as 
HDMI data rates up to 18 Gbps.

In addition to standalone functionality, the 
DISP-CTRL can be used in conjunction with an 
HDMI switcher, such as the Atlona JunoX 451 
4x1 switcher, to control a greater number of 
AV sources. For additional control power, the 
DISP-CTRL offers a comprehensive selection 
of display drivers from Atlona’s Velocity AV 
control system database, enabling menu-
based configuration of device settings, 
display device driver selection, and the ability 
to program control commands. The DISP-
CTRL offers integrators and tech managers 
simple configurability and management 
through its built-in GUI, with two Ethernet 
ports to support simultaneous LAN access 
and IP display control.

www.atlona.com

Following previews at industry events around 
the world, demand for the BT7007 kiosk 
for LG’s 88” Ultra-Stretch Digital Signage 
has been high, particularly from the retail, 
corporate and hospitality sectors and it is 
already in use in several high-end installs, 
such as the ArthaLand Century Pacific Tower 
in Manila, who sought a stylish and robust 
solution to provide information to guests and 
customers passing through the reception 
area.  

S AI

B-Tech’s Ultra-stretch 
BT7007 Digital Signage 
Kiosk Now Available 
Worldwide  

The BT7007 is one of a number of new B-Tech 
mounting solutions which are designed 
specifically for specialist LG solutions. Nick 
Spencer, B-Tech’s Director of Marketing 
and Communications commented: “We’re 
delighted to be launching products for these 
popular, high-end displays and have seen the 
positive impact such technologies can have 
when installed safely and securely into public 
spaces.”

Available in either a black or white satin 
finish, the BT7007 digital signage kiosk 
combines durability with a premium 
aesthetic and simplified installation. 

The internal mounting system for the 
BT7007 utilises B-Tech’s exclusive System X 
technology, allowing LG88BH7D displays to 
be easily mounted using a simple ‘hook-on’ 
installation method. The removable front 
and rear panels fit perfectly flush around 
the display and make installation and 
maintenance quick and convenient, whilst 
rear vents allow airflow to and from the 
display.

The kiosk can be freestanding or bolted to 
the floor and even be customised to feature 
company branding if requested. Nick Spencer 
added: “Whether it’s inside a university, 
a sports stadium, or at the entrance to an 
office building, the BT7007 is the perfect 
solution to display LG’s 88” Ultra-Stretch 
Digital Signage.”

www.btechavmounts.com
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www.atlona.com
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New Datapath Wall Designer Software is a Perfect 
Fit for LED Displays

Datapath has launched a new version of its 
popular Wall Designer software – delivering 
content downscaling capabilities which 
ensures original aspect ratio is maintained, 
whatever the size or placement. Working 
seamlessly with Datapath’s award-winning 
Fx4 controllers, the software also gives users 
the ability to easily tile, replicate and refit 
content for truly creative displays.

Available now as a free download, Wall 
Designer v2.2.0 brings a complete solution 
for project integrators challenged with 
designing multi-segment LED video walls. 
When placed upstream of LED sender 
devices, Datapath’s Fx4 becomes a powerful 
and user-friendly content manipulation tool 
suitable for deployments of all sizes. Crucially 
providing perfect video synchronisation 
across all outputs, the Fx4 enables multiple 
independently sized LED fixtures to be 
built into one unified display surface. The 
increased flexibility offered by the Wall 
Designer update means content regions can 
now be adjusted to cater for custom LED 
fixture resolutions, scaling the content to 
perfectly match the LED display every time.

Mark Rogers, Product Manager at Datapath, 
explains: “Users want to design creative video 
walls into confined places, and often achieve 
‘the best fit’ by placing displays in either 
landscape or portrait orientations using 
their preferred choice of displays - which are 
increasingly available in a number of different 
aspect ratios. However, thinking outside of 
the box during the creative phase can also 
present problems when displaying content in 
its native format on the video wall.”

He adds: “With the new borders update for 
Wall Designer v2.2.0, the Fx4 can be used 
to scale any selected content region to suite 
an almost infinite arrangement of video 
wall displays, display types and orientations, 
so that content can be viewed natively 
and without unwanted image distortion or 
warping. Corporate logos or presentations 
shown on a creative video wall, for example, 
can now be displayed at their intended 
aspect ratio, even when the video wall 
doesn’t match the content.”

Another integrator benefit of the Wall 
Designer software is the information it 
provides to enable easy configuration.  
Information such as screen dimensions 
(in pixels and millimetres), bezel sizes and 
refresh rates are all included.  The ability 
to choose from a list of previously used 
monitors as well as adding other monitors 
and even bespoke RGB LED configurations 
has created software which makes display 
wall configuration and implementation a joy, 
rather than a chore.

A unique feature of Wall Designer is its 
user-driven monitor database. The range of 
monitors in the application’s database has 
grown to cover an enormous and constantly 
growing number of unique devices, as 
users have added their own monitors and 
submitted these back to Datapath for 
inclusion. 

Adding content-region downscaling on each 
output, the borders update makes the Wall 
Designer and Fx4 solution perfectly suitable 
for a wide range of applications including 
Live Events, Digital Signage, Corporate and 
Retail. Wall Designer is available for both 
Windows and MacOS systems and is available 
now as a free download from the Datapath 
website. Available now for Datapath’s Fx4, 
the software will also be integrated with the 
FX4SDI controllers in coming weeks. 

www.datapath.co.uk

The TIM-1000 can easily 
be installed in the ceiling. 
Designed for use in AV 
conference and huddle 
room applications, 
TIM-1000 enables the 
microphones to track the 
person that is speaking 

and follow that person anywhere in that 
space. 

Installation of the TIM-1000 is easy and can 
easily be installed in the ceiling.  The install 
height of the product can be anywhere from 
about 8 – 10 feet from the ground. As TIM is 
a ceiling mic and one unit can pick up a room 
size of 25ft x 25ft, the distance of the mic 
from the person is immaterial. TIM is “set to 
go” and does not require any programming 
or the need to set up different lobes.

Clockaudio’s Adaptive Proximity Technology 
(APT) allows TIM to keep a consistent 
sound level for the person speaking and will 
automatically compensate for the distance of 
the participant from the microphone while 
maintaining real time audio capture.

TIM only requires one channel of AEC, 
making it cost effective. Powered over the 
ethernet, the device utilizes API control via 
UDP commands and comes with separate 
control and audio paths. 

TIM-1000 eliminates unwanted steady state 
noise through its noise suppression feature. 
A RGB ring provides for visual room status. 
Powered over ethernet, the device utilizes 
API control via UDP commands and comes 
with separate control and audio paths. The 
microphone is compatible with both Dante 
and AES67

clockaudio.com

Clockaudio Tracking 
Intelligent Microphone 
TIM-1000

S AI
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Vaddio Offers New Deployment Tool Simplifying 
Installations

BlueBOLT Adds Mobile 
App to Elevate IP Power 
Management 

The Vaddio Deployment Tool is now available 
for AV integrators and AV managers. 

The Vaddio Deployment Tool is a Windows 
compatible application that simplifies 
equipment installation. By providing a single 
interface for configuration management, 
device discovery, mass firmware updates and 
remote troubleshooting.

This software tool at the click of a button 
shows all compatible Vaddio products across 
a deployment on one screen. Thus allowing 
users to select devices from the network then 
choose an action such as configure controls,  
reboot the device, unmute the audio, or 
update firmware.

“It’s a great tool for new installations, both 
large and small,” says Arnoud Helmantel, 
product manager at Vaddio. “An integrator 
can download firmware files for offline use, 
update a whole installation of devices with 
a few clicks, discover all Vaddio devices on a 
network, and debug common issues with an 
easy-to-use interface.”

With the configuration management feature, 
users can copy set-up configurations and 
apply them to other devices. 

“If an integrator is installing a dozen huddle 
rooms, it’s no longer a manual process,” 
Helmantel said. “Integrators can apply a 
saved huddle room configuration and apply it 
to the other rooms with ease as long as they 
have the same devices in them. This software 
saves time, money and provides the best 
installation experience in the market.”

The Vaddio Deployment Tool requires 
authentication from each connected device 
and encrypts all stored authentication. The 
application collects no user data of any 
kind to respect the ever-growing privacy 
concerns of users. Where other cloud-based 
solutions could leak sensitive information, 
Vaddio Deployment Tool does not use cloud 
services, so integrators and AV managers can 
be confident that all audio, video, shared 
content, meeting and business data remains 
private and secure.  

The Vaddio Deployment Tool was designed to 
help integration partners and AV managers 
keep their AV installations running smoothly. 
The tool is cost free, there are no license 
fees or maintenance fees. Vaddio does not 
harvest any data or benefit from providing 
this tool, except to improve the installation 
experience for its customers. 

www.legrandav.com

Expanding convenient IP power management 
options for technology integrators, Nortek 
Security & Control LLC, has announced that 
the new BlueBOLT Mobile, a mobile version 
of the company’s real-time, cloud-based 
power control and monitoring platform, 
is available for Apple and Android mobile 
devices. 

The new 
BlueBOLT 
2.0 IP Power 
Management 
Platform – 
now with the 
BlueBOLT Mobile 
app – offers 
a significant 

S AI

advantage over other remote management 
solutions in that it pairs with Panamax and 
Furman power conditioners, renown for 
delivering exceptional power protection and 
performance for mission-critical projects. 
BlueBOLT Mobile makes it easier than ever to 
minimize service calls with remote reboots of 
problem devices; maximize network health 
with scheduled power cycles; and self-heal 
network devices to save money and time – 
managed from anywhere with an Internet 
connection. 

“Intelligent power management has 
three essential components: protection, 
performance and management,” described 
Nortek Security & Control Power Products 
Manager Christos Desalernos. “Convenience 
is an important element in the management 
piece, and the new BlueBOLT Mobile app 
substantially elevates the convenience of the 
BlueBOLT 2.0 IP Management Cloud.” 

Of course, the remote management relies 
on rock-solid performance and protection to 
fully serve the integrator and the customer. 
After all, a key benefit of a remote power 
management platform is to minimize 
truck rolls. “If your power conditioner or 
distribution hardware fails, that’s completely 
defeated the purpose of the remote 
management as you’ll definitely be rolling 
a truck,” continued Desalernos. “Make 
sure you are using the most reliable power 
conditioners on the market.” 

BlueBOLT Mobile makes it easier than ever 
for integrators to be proactive in their client 
support, deliver superior service to clients 
and ensure proper operation of audio, video, 
control and security systems. BlueBOLT 
Mobile’s Watchlist feature enables tagging 
of high priority locations & devices, those 
that deserve special attention. Combined 
with location and device filtering, this allows 
integrators to quickly identify potential issues 
– before the customer even knows there’s an 
issue.

www.mybluebolt.com
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ClearOne Unveils the New COLLABORATE Versa Pro CT

New Genelec 4430 
Loudspeaker Gives the 
AV world Exceptional 
Sound Quality Over IP

ClearOne has announced the release of 
the new COLLABORATE Versa Pro CT, an 
unbeatable new product offering that 
includes a Huddle DSP mixer and the new 
Huddle-compatible and patented BMA CTH 
that is a perfect fit for small- to-medium sized 
rooms.

The system includes the company’s new BMA 
CTH Beamforming Microphone Array Ceiling 
Tile with built-in AEC, providing the same 
impeccable room coverage as the BMA CT 
steering (think of it as smart switching).

The COLLABORATE Versa Pro CT system 
also includes mic/line inputs with AEC, line 
outputs, 4x10 Watt power amps, USB audio, 
mobile phone jack, and HDMI.

The system comes preloaded with a 
project file ready for the most common 
room configuration. It can be further 
configured using CONSOLE AI software, 
now with enhanced visualization and Audio 
Intelligence.

With a rich mix of video and audio options, 
the Versa Pro CT is versatile, flexible, and easy 
to install, and the Versa Pro Huddle supports 
three different mounting styles: VESA, under 
table, or credenza. Add ClearOne’s Bluetooth 
Expander and UNITE® cameras to complete 
your collaboration system.

“There is no system in the market today that 
can compete with the COLLABORATE Versa 
Pro CT on price, features, coverage, and 

quality,” said ClearOne Chair and CEO Zee 
Hakimoglu.

ClearOne’s BMA technology is protected by 
at least a dozen patents and pending patent 
applications.

 www.clearone.com

The new 4430 two-way active installation 
loudspeaker is the first model to incorporate 
Genelec’s ground-breaking Smart IP 
technology, combining exceptional sound 
quality with single cable convenience. 
Smart IP provides scalable power, audio and 
loudspeaker configuration, supervision and 
calibration features via a standard CATcable, 
offering integrators unrivalled power, 
flexibility, cost-effectiveness and simplicity of 
installation. 

The 4430 is a compact design that accepts 
both Dante and AES67 IP audio streams, 
and derives power via both PoE and PoE+ 
Power-over-Ethernet formats, with the 
4430’s proprietary internal power supply 
helping to deliver an impressive 104 dB 
of short term SPL, via two integral 50 W 
Class D amplification stages feeding the 
woofer and tweeter. As well as receiving 

S AI

both power and audio-over-IP, the 4430’s 
single rear panel CAT connector also allows 
access to Genelec’s Smart IP Manager -a 
sophisticated downloadable software tool 
running on Windows 10 that allows installers 
to configure an almost unlimited number 
of rooms, zones, loudspeakers and audio 
channels, and includes device discovery, 
a versatile room equalisation tool set, 
system organisation and status monitoring. 
Additionally, APIs within the 4430 support 
the hooks to allow external control via 
third-party hardware, software or house 
automation. 

In terms of specification, the 4430 supports 
up toe ight audio channels in a stream with 
sample rates of32-96 kHz and 16 -24 bit 
resolution. Streams can be managed by 
both Dante Controller and Dante Domain 
Manager software, as well as legacy balanced 
line analogue audio. The 4430 delivers a 
frequency response of 45 Hz -23 kHz (-6 dB) 
via a 5 inch woofer and 3/4 inch metal dome 
tweeter, and the 4430’s compact, lightweight 
enclosure utilises Genelec’s trademark 
Minimum Diffraction Enclosure and 
Directivity Control Waveguide technologies 
to ensure neutral, uncoloured sound both on 
and off axis.

Manufactured using certified sustainable 
methods, the enclosure itself is produced 
from recycled aluminium, is available in 
black, white or 120 custom RAL colours, and 
is compatible with Genelec’s extensive range 
of mounting accessories to allow the 4430 to 
be floor, ceiling, wall or truss mounted.

www.genelec.com

www.clearone.com
www.genelec.com
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AtlasIED, a global electronics manufacturer 
providing comprehensive audio and 
security solutions for commercial markets, 
announces the addition of several new audio 
distribution, processing and control devices 
to its line of commercial audio products. The 
new additions include a wall-mount (“W” 
TSD) family of indoor/outdoor mic/line/
Bluetooth mixers and accessories, a two-
channel preamp/Dante interface, a mic/line 
preamp, a distribution amplifier, and 24V 
power supply. All of the products are part 
of AtlasIED’s Time Saving Devices (TSD) line, 
which includes mixers, amplifiers, preamps, 
and other distribution and control devices. 
Like other products in the TSD portfolio, 
the new devices have been engineered and 
designed to simplify connections, satisfy 
specific application needs, and enhance 
installation flexibility and scalability for 
commercial AV integrators.  

The new products also feature compact 
footprints that enable them to be integrated 
easily into any space. Plus, with support of 
Dante, the devices can be added to a digital 
audio network, providing AV integrators 
with a simple, affordable way to upgrade 
their audio systems from analog to digital 
for applications including corporate, retail, 
healthcare, educational, and hospitality.

“We are thrilled to expand our base of 
professional audio products to provide 
AV integrators with new problem-solving 
solutions for projects that require compact, 
cosmetically friendly designs and simple 
installation,” says AtlasIED President and CEO 
John Ivey. “We made sure that these new 
audio devices also support Dante, so that 
integrators can provide their clients with 
the most advanced signal processing and 
distribution network available.” 

The new AtlasIED audio processing, mixing, 
and distribution products include:

Indoor/Outdoor Analog Wall Mount (WTSD-
MIX31K) 3x1 Mic/Line Bluetooth Mixer 
and(WTSD-MIX41K) 4x1 Mic/Line Mixer
The WTSD-MIX31K features a balanced 
microphone/line input and an auxiliary 

AtlasIED Adds Several New Audio Processing Products to its Time Saving 
Devices Lineup

3.5mm and Bluetooth summed input with 
a balanced line output. The WTSD-MIX31 
utilizes commercial-grade Bluetooth 
technology featuring ultra-low noise levels, 
long-range connectivity, no auto-connect and 
a quick disconnect bump feature. Selection 
between mic or line level for the XLR input 
is done via a front panel switch. The high-
gain mic inputs incorporate user-enabled 
phantom power for condenser microphones 
and a 125Hz low-cut filter to eliminate 
unwanted low frequency interference. A local 
mute button mutes output to the bus and 
a system priority button can mute building-
wide BGM systems to isolate the room. 
An adjustable VOX feature allows for AUX 
input background audio to be muted when 
announcing is present.

The WTSD-MIX41K features four balanced 
microphone/line inputs and a balanced 
line output. Selection between mic or line 
level is done via a dip switch on the rear 
panel. The high-gain mic inputs incorporate 
user-enabled phantom power for condenser 
microphones and a 120Hz low- cut filter 
to eliminate unwanted low-frequency 
interference. A global mute function can 
be triggered via local switch. Separate level 
controls for each input provide control for 
the audio mix needed. 

AtlasIED 4-Input XLR Passive Wall 
Plate (WTDS-XLR4)
Used in conjunction with the WTSD-MIX41K 
is an optional two-gang, 4-input XLR passive 
wall plate (WTDS-XLR4). The WTSD-XLR4 can 
also be used as a standalone wall plate for 
any balanced mic/line system that requires a 
remote input plate. Each XLR has a three-way 

removable connector (G - +) for terminating 
standard two-conductor, shielded wire. 
 
Both the WTSD-MIX41K and WTSD-MIX31K 
wall plates can be converted to Dante™ 
Digital Network audio when interfaced with 
the optional AtlasIED TSD-DAC2i converter. 
The wall plates fit into most two-gang 
boxes, and can be used with a WTSD-
COVER accessory for installation in outdoor 
environments. 

AtlasIED Audio/Power & Control 
Interface (WTSD-PWHUB) 
The WTDS-PWHUB is designed to be used in 
conjunction with AtlasIED WTSD wall plate 
mixers at the head-end when additional 
headroom control and external device 
integration is necessary. Features include 
emergency audio mute function for fire alarm 
systems and two NO/NC relays that can be 
configured to turn on or off the head-end 
amp rack with the auto sleep function. A 
priority button can be used to temporarily 
mute background music for paging purposes. 
The WTDS-PWHUB requires a 24VDC power 
supply.  

AtlasIED 2-Channel Balanced Line 
Input to Dante Interface (TSD-
DAC2i)
The AtlasIED TSD-DAC2i is a PoE 2-channel 
analog pre-amplifier that converts analog 
audio signals to Dante digital audio. The TSD-
DAC2i can be used for any Analog to Dante 
digital audio end point, but is ideally suited 
to be used with the AtlasIED WTSD wall 
mixer series. Once converted to Dante digital 
audio, the audio can be transmitted over IP 
networks and routed in the Dante Controller 
software. The TSD-DAC2i Dante transmitter 
I/O module features two analog balanced line 
inputs with a variable gain to operate from 
line to mic level. 

www.atlasied.com
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Amate Audio Launches New Passive NÍTID Medium-
size Installation Series

The new Nítid PR series loudspeakers provide 
all of the compact form factor and signature 
sound quality of their higher power rated 
siblings, but with lower power specifications 
– and resultant cost saving – for medium 
to smaller sized venue applications. The 
reasoning behind launching the series is 
because not every installation environment 
requires masses of power handling capability 
from a high quality loudspeaker solution. 

Three models – the N12PR, N15PR and 
N18WPR – all feature the same smart, 
low form factor, high performance design 
engineering and high-end Polyurea® finished, 
durable birch-ply construction.

In the case of the N12PR and N15PR, this 
includes the asymmetrical trapezoidal 
form factor that enables the cabinets to 
be deployed (stacked or pole mounted) as 
point source main PA, or horizontally in floor 
monitor mode, and asymmetrical rotational 
horn.

‘PR’ models boast power-handling 
capabilities higher than what is required for 
the vast majority of musical entertainment 
venues – and significantly in excess of 
similar, price comparable systems – ensuring 
high quality signal reproduction and ample 
headroom. The N12PR and N15PR 2-way 
full-range systems boast continuous musical 
program ratings of 400 W and 800 W, 
respectively, and similarly high continuous 
maximum SPL outputs of 123 dB and 128 dB.

The N18WPR is a versatile, lightweight, highly 
compact, powerful 18” sub. The bass-reflex, 
tuned laminar ported cabinet optimises 
performance of the 4” voice coil 18” driver. 
Maximum power handling is rated at 2000 W 
continuous music program and 1000 W RMS. 
Continuous maximum SPL is rated at 130dB. 

www.amateaudio.com

tvONE, innovator and manufacturer of the 
ONErack power and rack mounting solution, 
announced that EvertzAV has joined the 
growing list of product manufacturers that 
have formally approved the ONErack as an 

EvertzAV Joins Kramer, 
DVI Gear and Others in 
tvONE ONErack Rebellion

acceptable alternative to supplied power 
adapters.

AV Integrators and Service Engineers use 
ONErack to build and service cleaner, more 
functional racks than standard solutions 
allow. The ONErack’s front and rear access 
provides uniform cable management, and 
unlike proprietary rack kits or traditional 
rack mounting methods like a shelf, the 
ONErack allows high-density mounting in 
three different chassis sizes, provides seven 
different voltages, and cooling within each 
ONErack chassis. Service is accelerated by 
allowing technicians to slide modules holding 
devices in and out without stripping the 
rack. “Evertz formal sign-on to the ONErack 
Rebellion means that ONErack will not void 
Evertz’s product warranty,” stated Mark 
Armon, Global Product Manager for tvONE, 
“and reinforces our high level of confidence 
in the ONErack solution.”

Evertz is the latest to join other product 
manufacturers in the tvONE ONErack 
Rebellion. Seven manufacturers currently 
approve the ONErack as an acceptable 
alternative to supplied power adapters, 
including Green Hippo, Covid, Kramer, Gefen, 
DVI Gear, and Key Digital.

The ONErack chassis is available in 4RU, 5RU 
and 6RU and can hold up to 16 modules with 
up to two voltage selectors each. When using 
the ONErack power supply, each voltage 
selector can provide selectable power @ 5v, 
7.5v, 9v, 12v, 13.5, 18v, 24v up to 35 watts. A 
pass through is available for custom power 
sources. Each ONErack chassis can include 
one or more 250 watt power supplies that 
can feed additional chassis to allow for a 
clean power solution for all mounted devices. 
Close the front of your ONErack with a fan 
cover and keep it all cool. Mount 64 devices 
in just 5RU, powered and cooled.

www.tvone.com

www.amateaudio.com
www.tvone.com
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Meyer Sound has released version 4.6 of 
its Compass control software package, the 
first to incorporate new feature sets for full 
control of Meyer Sound devices, including 
the Milan -certified GALAXY processors. 
Compass 4.6 is the keystone component of a 
complete update package that also includes 
new firmware for the Galileo GALAXY 
network platform processors, CAL beam-
steering column array loudspeakers, and the 
RMServer for remote system monitoring.
With the software and firmware upgrades 
in place, all existing Meyer Sound GALAXY 
processors will be immediately capable 
of upgrading to Milan-certified devices. 
Thousands of GALAXY devices are currently 
in the field, and all future GALAXY processors 
will be shipped with the new Milan-certified 
firmware installed. 

The Milan protocol guarantees 
interoperability of networked devices by 
standardizing the implementation of AVB 
technology. Every Milan-certified device will 
discover and operate with any other certified 
device. No custom network configuration is 
necessary and all benefits of AVB networks 
are retained. 

Meyer Sound Compass 4.6 Software Offers Milan Integration and Streamlined 
System Configuration

In conjunction with the companion update 
to GALAXY firmware, the Compass 4.6 
software release offers other new features. 
Delay Integration and Starting Points are now 
accessible in one dialogue and available from 
the Overview and Output Processing tabs. 
New Starting Points have been added for 
LYON and LEO loudspeaker arrays, eliminating 
the need to start configurations from “square 
one” and thus offering the quick setup of 
typical systems already available with Native 
Mode in LEOPARD and LINA line arrays.

The new software/firmware updates 
streamline the integration of LEO Family 
products with many prior generation 
products, allowing rental companies to 
maximize inventory use by, for example, 
using LEO Family main arrays with legacy fills 
and delays. New Starting Points also facilitate 
configuration of cardioid and directional 
gradient subwoofer arrays, and also include 
EQ and delay profiles that automatically 
tune legacy subwoofers to emulate the 
characteristics of the new LFC family of low 
frequency control elements.

“This level of seamless 
integration across product 
generations used to require 
time-consuming custom 
configuration and repeated 
measurements,” notes 
Todd Meier. “With this new 
release, the capability is 
built into the software.”

The new Compass 4.6 
software requires a 
simultaneous firmware 
update for the controlled 
hardware devices: GALAXY 
network platform (v 2.1.0), 
CAL (2.1.0) and RMServer 
(2.7.0). An update of 
the Compass Go app 
also is required for full 
functionality of the iPad 
remote control features.

The complete software and firmware update 
package will be available for download at 
this link https://meyersound.com/product/
compass/#software. The download is free for 
all registered users.

Available for Windows and Mac operating 
systems, Compass control software provides 
comprehensive and intuitive control of Meyer 
Sound self-powered loudspeakers systems 
either via the Galileo GALAXY network 
platform or by direct communication to 
CAL column array loudspeakers. Compass 
provides a graphical user interface that 
displays detailed information and controls 
all device settings including GALAXY control 
pages, parametric and U-Shaping EQ, AVB 
network settings, delay integration, high and 
low pass filters, and CAL beam control. 

www.meyersound.com
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Matrox Graphics Inc. is pleased to announce 
that the Matrox QuadHead2Go multi-monitor 
controllers are now shipping. Available in 
appliance and PCI Express card form factors, 
QuadHead2Go units are capable of driving 
four displays from one signal offering an easy 
and convenient path to next-generation video 
walls. The new multi-monitor controllers also 
feature a modular architecture that provides 
complete video wall scalability and flexibility 
by powering video walls of any type and 
size—while delivering flawless image quality 
across high-impact configurations. OEMs, 
system integrators, and AV installers can use 
the included Matrox PowerWall software to 
effortlessly configure the latest emerging, 
large-scale, and artistic video walls.

QuadHead2Go controllers capture a single 
video signal—of up to 4Kp60 and 8Kx8K—
for display across up to four screens, at 
resolutions up to 1920x1200 per output. The 
input content could be from any source—
including professional graphics cards and 
integrated GPUs, digital signage players, 
laptops, and more—while displays can be 
arranged in classic rectangular 2x2, 2x1, 3x1, 
4x1, 1x2, 1x3, or 1x4 setups, or a variety 
of other artistic configurations. Multiple 
QuadHead2Go units can be used together 
to easily build ultra-large video walls under 
any operating system, including Microsoft 
Windows 10 and Linux.

QuadHead2Go guarantees out-of-the-box 
plug and play when using the default 2x2 
landscape configuration, without having to 
install software or connect to a video source. 
On-device buttons on the appliance enable 

S AI

Matrox Now Shipping Groundbreaking QuadHead2Go 
Multi-Monitor Controllers for Next-Generation Video 
Walls

users to cycle through pre-set configurations 
to easily select and set the display layout, 
as well as access a pre-saved image to set 
up display positions and fine-tune bezel-
displaced pixels. The controllers also include 
High-bandwidth Digital Content Protection 
(HDCP) support for playback of protected 
audio and video content from HDCP-
compliant devices.
Software and APIs

Matrox PowerWall is an advanced, yet 
easy-to-use management software that 
allows users to customize configurations and 
control the display outputs independently, 
in either offline or online mode. The Matrox 
QuadHead2Go REST API is also available for 
integrators and developers looking to create 
custom functions and applications.

www.matrox.com.graphics

BrightSign,LLC has unveiled BrightVoice - the 
company’s voice-activated digital signage 
solution that enables a unique, hands-free 
interactive experience. BrightVoice allows 
audiences to interact verbally with digital 
signage using wake words followed by natural 
voice commands that trigger playback of 

BrightSign Unveils Voice-
activated Digital Signage 
Capabilities

on-screen content, music, lighting and other 
devices. And while this type of interaction 
mimics the workflow popularized by 
commercially available voice-enabled smart 
speakers and other devices, the BrightVoice 
solution is hosted locally on the BrightSign 
player and does not require an internet 
connection.

“Smart devices such as speakers, watches 
and phones have propelled voice interactivity 
into the mainstream, and therefore 
voice-activated digital signage is a natural 
extension of that workflow,” said BrightSign 
CEO Jeff Hastings. “What’s unique about 
the BrightVoice solution is that it enables 
manufacturers to demonstrate their own 
smart devices at retail and other pop-up 
locations without requiring an internet 
connection. This will be welcome news for 
any brand or retailer that’s ever grappled 
with the challenge of demonstrating cloud-
enabled devices to customers via intermittent 
(or nonexistent) network connections.”

Existing signage networks using BrightSign 
XD1034 or XT1144 media players can 
implement voice activation capabilities by 
purchasing the BrightVoice Command Model 
Service and a USB-connected microphone 
for each endpoint. Network administrators, 
working with BrightSign, then create a 
custom set of voice commands that trigger 
specific content responses when used in 
conjunction with the included standard wake 
word.

Customers desiring further customization 
have the option of purchasing additional 
levels of BrightVoice Command Model 
Service, which enable them to trigger 
unique content, control other devices, and 
create customized wake words to deliver an 
interactive experience fully tailored to the 
customer’s needs.

www.brightsign.biz. 
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Expanding the potential market size for Ultra 
HD Interactive Digital Boards, LG Business 
Solutions has introduced IR-based Interactive 
Digital Boards – the cost-competitive new 
LG TR3BF series available in 65-inch, 75-inch 
and 86-inch models. At the same time, the 
company announced availability of the 
new 86-inch (model 86TN3F) Interactive 
Digital Board with in-cell touch technology 
to provide integrators and end users 
with a specialized option for enhanced 
collaboration.

The three new TR3BF Digital Interactive 
Board models combine IPS panels and IR 
touch technology for a responsive high-
definition experience. They offer a genuine 
touch and writing experience with up to 20 
simultaneous multi-touch points and two 
types of available stylus pens. The UHD 
displays, four times sharper than Full HD, also 
feature palm erasing, which allows users to 
easily and quickly erase text, drawings and 
pictures with a swipe of their hand, as if they 
were using an eraser on a chalkboard. Audio 
content is delivered through two built-in 12-
watt speakers.

LG Introduces New LG IR-BASED UHD Interactive Digital Boards 

With enhanced classroom and meeting 
room support, the new IR-based 65TR3BF, 
75TR3BF and 86TR3BF interactive digital 
boards can connect up to 30 students or 
participants and support interactive meetings 
for virtually all types of mobile devices on 
the same network, offering specialized tools 
such as voting, questionnaires and literature-
sharing. In addition to allowing users to 
host interactive meetings, the displays allow 
screen sharing with laptops and mobile 
devices, while all are connected to the 
same network, regardless of the operating 
system, to enable incredibly immersive class 
environments. All three displays make search 
simple with support for the Chrome web 
browser in Android OS, and can integrate 
with select Android and Note Apps to create 
a high performance SoC (system on a chip) 
without a PC.

LG’s 86-inch 86TN3F Interactive Digital 
Board utilizes In-Cell touch technology to 
provide advantages in writing performance 
and visibility, and also offers a crisp UHD 
experience with its IPS panel. LG’s pressure-

sensitive Active Pen enables writing in a 
more natural and detailed way, strokes 
can be thick or thin and handwriting can 
be reproduced perfectly, while up to 20 
finger multi-touch points can be used 
simultaneously. The display also features 
data mirroring technology to enable two-way 
writing and sharing in real time, such as 
instant annotations, in addition to screen and 
file sharing to laptops and mobile devices 
through the IDB DUO app.

Offering a user-friendly experience, the 
86-inch 86TN3F Interactive Digital Board 
is USB-C Type Ready. The display provides 
audio, video and power all in one, making it 
quick and easy to connect to other devices 
for smarter meetings. It also supports 
USB-C type cables that can replace other 
connectors, such as USB-B-, USB-A and HDMI.

The 86TN3F’s new Interactive Display 
Application introduces an intuitive user 
interface with a simpler launcher menu, 
easy control center and a virtually seamless 
toolbar. By integrating both webOS and 
IDB apps into a high-performance SoC, the 
display doesn’t need a laptop to operate 
– it can be easily started with one touch. 
It includes the latest connectivity options 
including USB-C, HDMI and DisplayPort for 
installation flexibility and integration with 
modern peripherals and content sources. 
Audio is available through two 10-watt built-
in speakers.

www.lgsolutions.com

LG’s 86-inch 86TN3F Interactive Digital Board
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Analog Way Shipping Game-Changing 4K/8K Live Presentation Systems

Analog Way has announced the immediate 
availability of its game-changing LivePremier 
series, a full range of premium 4K/8K multi-
screen live presentation systems, designed to 
deliver unrivalled presentation performance 
to high-end staging and premium system 
integration.

Analog Way also released version 1.0 of the 
revolutionary LivePremier software, packed 
from day one with an impressive amount of 
features.

Extensive and rigorous field-testing 
campaigns conducted around the globe in a 
variety of demanding and mission-critical AV 
applications have confirmed that the system 
is highly stable and reliable.

Unveiled for the first time at this year’s 
Integrated Systems Europe, the LivePremier 
series includes 4 pre-configured products 
(Aquilon RS1, RS2, RS3 and RS4) and 2 fully 
customizable models (Aquilon C and C+). The 
LivePremier series is currently available for 
sale through Analog Way’s usual distribution 
channels worldwide.

The LivePremier series offers versatile 4K 
digital connectivity, unmatched real-time 
10/12-bit 4:4:4 video processing power, best-
in-class image quality and pure 4K60p on 

each input and output with ultra-low latency. 
It also features unique capabilities such as 
audio embedding/de-embedding and native 
Dante audio routing and up to 120-megapixel 
throughput at a 10-bit 60Hz, which makes it 
one of the most powerful live presentation 
switchers on the market.

Industrial-Grade Reliability
Specifically engineered to perform to 
the highest standards in mission critical 
applications and road-hardened to survive 
frequent shipping and the toughest live 
event environments, the LivePremier series 
combines a heavy-duty modular design, best-
in-class components chosen for their proven 
reliability and redundant hot swappable 
power supplies to deliver 24/7 performance 
and total peace of mind.

Highest Versatility and Flexibility
The modular design of the LivePremier 
series allows easy swapping of I/O cards 
to accommodate a variety of connectivity 
arrangements, including HDMI 2.0, DP 
1.2, 12G-SDI as well as future potential 
connections such as fiber optics and single-
cable 8K.

In its largest chassis configuration, Aquilon 
can accommodate up to 24x 4K60 inputs and 
20x 4K60 outputs. It is configurable as single 

screens, edge- blended widescreens or scaled 
auxiliary outputs, two dedicated Multiviewer 
outputs and up to 24x 4K freely assignable 
layers.

Unparalleled User Experience
In order to offer the shortest setup times 
and ensure flawless control of multi-screen 
presentations, the LivePremier series 
features a totally new, cutting-edge HTML5-
based user interface. Conceived to greatly 
increase productivity and reduce the learning 
curve, the Web RCS offers dozens of unique 
features that make configuration and control 
a breeze.

Ready For Evolving Requirements
The LivePremier series offers almost 
unlimited possibilities for future applications 
and possesses enough power and bandwidth 
to support evolving requirements, such as 
HDR, 8K and more.

Always listening to the needs of its customers 
and partners, Analog Way will add new 
features at a rapid pace to continually keep 
the LivePremier series at the forefront of 
innovation.

www.analogway.com

www.analogway.com
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Lightware products offer seamless integration 
with Cisco collaboration systems through 
their open API software, unlocking the 
possibility to easily add multiport connection 
via a Lightware device, a smart extender or a 
matrix.

Most of these devices can also provide 
room automation for the same room 
application, because of Lightware’s built-in 
Event Manager room control feature. To top 
it all, users can control everything from the 
native Cisco touch screen, where all added 
ports and the control options are visible and 
manageable.

To further enhance and deepen this 
integration, Lightware has developed and 
released ‘Plus’ series of smart extender 
devices with Advanced Control Pack. These 
products are ’Cisco-friendly’ smart extender 
variants, which carry further extra features 
helping their integration and use with Cisco 
rooms. There are also matrix switchers 
available with upgraded firmwares carrying 
the same 

Lightware has also created an online 
installation script generator, the Cisco Room 
Configuration Wizard, which can be used to 
download an installation script for exactly the 
selected Lightware device and Cisco kit.

The three device variants with ’Advanced 
Control Pack’ features now shipping are the:
SW4-TPS-TX240 which is a flagship model 
in the Lightware TPS (HDBaseT Transmitter) 
product family. The device can transmit 
universal video, audio and control up to a 
170 meter distance over a single CAT cable 
in dynamically changing environments such 
as small board rooms and classrooms. The 
extender was designed to handle HDMI 1.4 
and DP 1.1 digital video signals and analog 
stereo audio from local inputs or HDMI or DP 

resolution at 60Hz through one (1) LC multi-
mode fiber (OM3) that extends up to 200m 
with no latency. Both devices provide realistic 
and objective video signal without any 
electrical hazard and interference. Moreover, 
they operate by USB power with or without 
external DC 5V power adapter. The Auto 
Power-Switching feature makes this aspect 
more reliable and smooth on its power 
supply. 

The new products are doubtlessly more 
powerful than their predecessors as they 
adopt extremely compact design that allows 
the users to install within limited spaces. 
Compared to their previous series, their size 
got shrunk to a significant extent. The width 
of both devices decreased by 4mm and their 
length got decreased by 5mm. Together with 
the usage of short-boot cable, the benefit 
of the compact size is maximized and this 
change definitely lessens the customers’ 
stress in installing in limited spaces. Besides 
the change in size, DPFX-300-TR and HDFX-
500-TR operate through a single LC fiber. 
Compared to the usage of duplex fiber 
in past, this upgrade in the technology 
considerably simplifies the installation and 
also reduces spending in purchasing fibers. 
Opticis fiber optic extenders are currently 
hitting the worldwide market, establishing 
numerous applications such as medical 
imaging, operating room, military, digital 
signage, control room, simulator, rental 
staging, etc. 

Opticis is proud to announce that they are 
the first developer of the fiber optic extender 
for digital video signal. Moreover, they are 
not only the first, but the best manufacturer 
of fiber optic extender in the world. As 
the first developer, Opticis guarantees all 
customers fast, secure, and long distance 
extension without any electric noises. 
Customers are guaranteed trustworthy 
quality and direct technical support.  
The Extenders are Shipping Now.

www.opticis.com

Lightware Presents New Advanced Control Pack 
Smart Extenders for Cisco Room Integration

Opticis launches 4K One 
Fiber Optic Extenders: 
DPFX-300 and HDFX-500 

Embedded Audio up to eight Channel PCM or 
HBR audio.

The WP-UMX-TPS-TX130-US Black / White 
transmits 
universal 4K 
video with 
audio and 
control up to 
a range of 170 
m over a single 
CAT cable. This 
transmitter 
was designed 

for digital and analog video and audio signals: 
VGA, YprPb, HDMI 1.4 and DP 1.1 with analog 
stereo audio from local input or embedded 
7.1 HBR audio.

The HDMI-TPS-RX110AY-Plus is a dual relay 
capable HDBaseT compatible TPS receiver 
that has one PoE capable TPS input and 
one HDMI output, and features audio de-
embedding.

lightware.com

S AI

After the successful settlement in the 4K 
technology market, Opticis now takes one 
more step ahead. Recently launched products 
DPFX-300-TR and HDFX-500-TR not only grant 
excellence in data transmission, but they are 
also upgraded to give more flexibility to the 
users. 

The new DisplayPort 1.2 extender, DPFX-
300-TR and Opticis new HDMI 2.0 extender, 
HDFX-500-TR, deliver 4K UHD (4096x2160) 

www.lightware.com
www.opticis.com
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Making Deeper Connections at ISE 2020

TRADESHOW - PREVIEW 

Tuesday 11 February 2020 sees Integrated Systems Europe – the 
world’s largest exhibition for AV and systems integration – return to 
the RAI Amsterdam. The ribbon cutting ceremony that officially marks 
the opening of the event will take place just before 10:00. The event 
runs over four days, occupying 15 halls, and is home to everything 
the professional audiovisual industry has to offer – including the 
latest developments and technologies that will influence almost every 
industry’s future. 

ISE 2020 is produced by Integration Systems Events on behalf of 
international trade associations and co-owners AVIXA and CEDIA.

Continuing a long tradition, this year’s event will be bigger than 
last year’s: more than last year’s 81,000 visitors are expected; 
there will be more floor space; and more conferences and learning 
opportunities on the agenda. Visitors will be ‘Making Deeper 
Connections’ with the newest technologies, the latest ideas – and the 
global AV industry.

Designed to help visitors more easily find the 1,300 exhibitors most 
relevant to their interests are the six Technology Zones. Spread across 
eight of the 15 halls, these comprise:

• Audio and Live Events, showcasing sound from microphone to 
speaker, as well as the latest technologies to support the kind of 
audiovisual extravaganzas at which the industry excels;

• Digital Signage and DooH, with a broad range of advertising 
and information delivery solutions for the retail, transportation, 
healthcare, corporate, education, leisure, and hospitality sectors 
and many more; 

• Education Technology, with its positive and growing 
multidimensional impact on learning outcomes; 

• Residential, showcasing the latest developments in the 
connected home as well as home entertainment and energy 
management; 

ISE returns to Amsterdam next February with a programme that will attract AV end-user and channel professionals 
alike
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• Smart Buildings, with a wide array of solutions for the control of 
air conditioning, lighting and shutter control, security systems, 
heating, ventilation, monitoring, alarming and many others; and 

• Unified Communications, with innovative new platforms 
designed to facilitate collaborative working and enhanced 
productivity across sites and countries. 

A new initiative for ISE 2020 is the Innovation Zone, a specially 
designed area for first-time ISE exhibitors to showcase their 
technology. Also in Hall 14, the ISE Main Stage theatre relocates from 
Hall 8. The Main Stage will offer thought leadership and best practice 
sessions from ISE, AVIXA, CEDIA and AV Magazine. These sessions are 
free to attend, and no advance booking is required. Hall 14 will also 
be the location of an exciting technology feature, details of which will 
be announced in the coming weeks.

Another show floor development sees an even bigger Hall 5; 2019’s 
temporary extension has been upgraded to a larger permanent one. 
This will help to accommodate the growing number of exhibitors and 
visitors looking to take advantage of the opportunity presented by ISE. 

Something that has characterised the development of ISE over the 
years is that it has attracted a growing proportion of end-users 
anxious to see and hear the latest technologies and solutions for 
themselves. This evolution in demographics has seen ISE respond with 

a conference programme that has been continually enhanced in both 
number of sessions and range of topics.

ISE 2020’s conference and professional development programme 
– which runs over five days – will once again be presented with the 
tagline ‘Learn, Discover, Be Inspired’. ISE 2020 will see the return 
of long-standing fixtures the Digital Signage Summit ISE and Smart 
Buildings Conference ISE, along with more recent additions such as 
the XR Summit ISE and the 2019-inaugurated Digital Cinema Summit 
ISE and Hospitality Technology Summit ISE by HTNG. 

Two major new conferences have been added for ISE 2020 in the 
shape of the Control Rooms Summit and the CEDIA Design & Build 
Conference. The former will explore business and technology 
strategies for operators of control rooms across all sectors – including 
utilities, government, transportation and military – while the latter is 
targeted at architects, interior designers and other design and build 
professionals in the residential space.

The extensive conference programme is further enhanced by the 
AVIXA Higher Education AV Conference, which will highlight a range 
of different perspectives on how to best enhance the learning and 
teaching experience through effective use of AV. The AVIXA Enterprise 
AV Conference will highlight the growing availability of data and the 
opportunity that data analytics provides to enable better business 
strategies and workspace/system design.

TRADESHOW - PREVIEW 
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Also making eagerly anticipated returns are AudioForum, will this 
year will focus on acoustics and wellbeing; attractionsTECH, hosted by 
blooloop, covering the visitor attractions market; and AGORA, which 
will reflect the growing importance of sports venues as a key market 
for AV professionals.

Many of the conferences will take place at the nearby Okura Hotel – a 
move that proved very popular with visitors when introduced last 
year. A free shuttle bus will run between the RAI and the conferences. 

AVIXA will also be hosting FlashTracks throughout ISE 2020 on a 
dedicated show floor stand. Designed for AV professionals of all 
experience levels, these are free 20-minute education sessions, 
focusing on hot industry topics.

In addition to the CEDIA Design & Build Conference, CEDIA will 
present the CEDIA Cybersecurity Workshop for the first time. A 
theory-based interactive workshop, it will challenge attendees to 
produce technical best practice procedures and customer policies 
around network security and cybersecurity. 

The Workshop is the first in the association’s four-day roster of 
CEDIA paid-for professional development sessions, which will cover a 
broad range of technology and business topics for custom installers. 
Throughout the show, CEDIA’s stand will also play host to CEDIA Talks. 
These are 20-minute free of charge sessions focusing on emerging 
trends and new technologies.

There will be many other show features at ISE 2020. Organised and 
independently judged by EXHBITOR magazine, the Stand Design 
Awards recognise the most effective small, medium, large and 
extra-large stands at the show. The Inavation Awards return for 
the fourteenth time to recognise the best in global AV projects and 
technology, as well as outstanding distributors, project managers and 
consultants. The 2020 venue is the architecturally unique Beurs van 
Berlage. And following 2019’s projection onto the nhow Amsterdam 
RAI Hotel, a spectacular projection mapping showcase involving 
another part of the RAI complex will catch the attention at ISE 2020. 

ISE’s Opening Address is renowned for presenting internationally 
acclaimed thought leaders, drawn not only from the audiovisual 

world but also from disciplines that have the potential to shape AV. 
at ISE 2020, the speaker will be Duncan Wardle, a former Disney 
executive who will show how innovation can become part of the day-
to-day working culture in our businesses. The Opening Address will 
take place the evening before the ISE 2020 exhibition opens, and be 
followed by the Opening Reception. 

ISE 2020 will be the final edition of the show to be held at the RAI 
Amsterdam; in 2021, ISE will relocate to the Fira de Barcelona. To 
prepare attendees for this change, the walkway between Halls 7 and 
8, formerly known as the Business Lounge, will have a Barcelona 
theme. Here attendees can find information about how to get to ISE 
2021 and what to expect once they are there.

Additionally, to mark this significant moment in ISE’s story, the 
traditional Closing Keynote will be replaced by an invitation-only 
event on the Friday. Here ISE will say thank you and goodbye to 
Amsterdam and the RAI, and look ahead to what Barcelona and the 
Fira have to offer. 

“The event will mark the end of an era,” said Mike Blackman, 
Managing Director of Integrated Systems Events, “and the beginning 
of an exciting new one.” 

READERS OF SYSTEMS INTEGRATION ASIA CAN HAVE FREE ACCESS 
TO THE EXHIBITION BY INCLUDING OUR INVITE CODE: 417893 
DURING REGISTRATION

Register for your visitor badge by scanning the QR Code:

TRADESHOW - PREVIEW 
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AOTO: Glowing Bright and Wide
Growing with Planning in Partnerships

The explosive growth that the LED industry has been witnessing and spreading to AVIT 
domains globally is apparently seeking its aggression in India as well. Shenzhen AOTO 
Electronics Co., Ltd., - one of the two Chinese LED solutions majors seeking aggressive 
growth prospects in India – is a story of ambitious enterprise with vision and mission, and 
a passion to pursue the both.  

The company has recently opened an expansive office and Experience Centre in Bengaluru 
to help its cause.  SI Asia finds all that unfolding as it talks to WEI WU, the young and 
energetic Marketing Director of AOTO Display Business Group. Excerpts:

SI Asia: 25 years of business is something! How would you describe 
the journey?

WEI: AOTO is a vivid example of how a Chinese company grows 
alongside with the country’s booming economy over the decades 
and pursues its Founder’s dream adamantly- making products that 
consumers enjoy worldwide. For the past 26 years AOTO has grown 
to an enterprise that has over 1500 employees, three business 
groups and 17 entities, and as many as over 500 patents globally- all 
because of one simple strategy: ceaseless innovations on pursuing 
technological solutions that are both beautiful to look and convenient 
to use. The process wasn’t easy; it was indeed challenging but with 
great fun. 

AOTO today is looking forward to keep its aspiration as the leading 
innovator in the industries that it is currently in and explore future 
possibilities such as 5G, robotics and Artificial Intelligence. 

SI Asia: Could you please explain the thought process(es) that led to 
the founding of AOTO?

WEI: AOTO was founded as an automated equipment supplier for 
the banks in 1993, and by the turn of 1995, the Bank of China asked 
AOTO to assemble its very first LED screen to showcase exchange 
rates. At that time, LED was only in red and green. By finishing this 
project successfully, AOTO made its presence into the LED market in 
China. For a couple of years, AOTO assembled LED displays for banks 
specifically because by then LED was only a very niche product. By 
1997, the blue-light LED was invented and LED moved into a new era 
of full colours. AOTO saw the great potential of LED displays – for their 
energy saving, high brightness, robustness to withstand the elements 
at outdoor environment – and started investing heavily into the 
segment. That was the beginning of the journey towards founding the 
exclusive LED business Group of AOTO  

SI Asia: What particular achievements have characterized AOTO’s 
success in the business? Could you please tell us about three most 
important achievements?

WEI: The first and foremost achievement is AOTO’s great brand 
recognition. AOTO insisted from the very beginning that the brand 
must stand for highest quality, cutting edge technology and warm-
hearted service. With dedicated efforts and perseverance, AOTO lived 
up to its resolve, and today stands as one of the most renowned and 
respected brands in the industry worldwide. 

Secondly, AOTO managed to build and maintain great relationships 
with our global partners over the years; many of them are today not 
only our clients but also our partners in innovations and community 
services. Great names like JC Decaux, Nichia and BOC are just a few 
names topping the list. The third would be that AOTO kept making 
innovations that raised the bar for quality, and pushed forward the 
industry dynamic. For example, AOTO was the first in the industry to 
assemble display with 8K solution. More, today, AOTO is the inventor 
and front runner for ‘Mini-LED’, which we believe will be the next 
Meta of the industry.

SI Asia: How did those achievements contribute to the growth of the 
company? And, how did they impact the market dynamics?

WEI: AOTO won the biddings of the world’s most renowned projects 
such as the World Cups, Olympic games, the JFK Airport, and BBC 
television station, besides others. That’s, by all means, a very 
commendable achievement, made possible by the credentials built 
by AOTO as a brand of repute, technology strength, and strong 
relationships AOTO established with partners. These achievements 
give AOTO the position to set standards for LED solutions in different 
scenarios and uplifted AOTO from competing only in price. Many 
companies in the market today see AOTO as a guiding light for how 
the LED technology will go in the future. 

SI Asia: AOTO was the first Chinese LED company to tap Capital 
markets. What specific gains has the company made out from 
initiative? 

WEI: The fund raised in IPO of AOTO was the bedrock of AOTO’s 
recent developments. The plan was to build two campuses for AOTO’s 
two core business units: financial technology and LED displays. These 

AOTO’s India office in Bengaluru (from inside). The large LED wall showing 
what they are about.
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two campuses – each holding over 500 employees and fully defined 
set-up for R&D, manufacturing, engineering and servicing – gave 
AOTO the capacity it needs to tap into greater projects. The other part 
was that AOTO needed some greater funding to pursue the company’s 
initiatives in mergers and acquisitions.

SI Asia: In which stock exchanges is AOTO listed, with what 
particular success? 

WEI: AOTO is listed at A-Stock in China, and its market cap has grown 
over 300 per cent from the year it was listed. AOTO has also managed 
to acquire three companies with funding from the capital market; 
each of them played an important part in AOTO’s overall development 
as a superlative enterprise.

SI Asia: What industry vertical is the most strongest for the 
company, and what is the most weak/challenging? 

WEI: AOTO is very strong in verticals that demand highest image 
quality and product stability such as transport destinations, retail, 
outdoor advertisement and sports. However, AOTO would like to 
strengthen its position in verticals that provide great capacities, such 
as the rental market.

SI Asia: What measures is AOTO is bringing to place to address those 
challenges? 

WEI: With AOTO’s R&D strength, we will design specific products that 
address our customer’s deepest needs in these verticals and combine 
it with great service delivered by AOTO’s global service team. 

SI Asia: How does AOTO differentiate itself from the rest in the 
market? What unique features?

WEI: AOTO is the only company in the market capable of developing 
and assembling the trinity of LED solutions: the display, the processor 
and the software. Each of the components holds AOTO’s desire to be 
the most innovative solution developer and provider in the market. 
For example, AOTO is the leading supplier for the mini-LED displays, 
64k processor and in-depth processing software. The combining 
strength and capability of developing and manufacturing all the three 
components of LED solution gives AOTO an end-to-end control over 
its solutions. This, in turn, allows AOTO to fulfill the client’s most 
distinct needs that no one else in the market can. 

SI Asia: How does AOTO look at the Asian Market, and particularly 
India?

WEI: AOTO is based in China which is in Asia, so AOTO sees the Asian 

market as our core growth providing segment. India is unique and 
huge in its own right; it is the most potential market among the Asian 
countries, and therefore can contribute a lot to the growth of AOTO. 

SI Asia: What particular strengths / advantages does the company 
see in Indian market?

WEI: Like I said, India market is massive, diverse and lively. AOTO sees 
the whole country is in a booming stage, and in particular, the Indian 
citizens enjoy the lighting and bright colour that our products can 
provide. So, the outdoor advertising market in India is a gold mine 
in AOTO’s view. On the other hand, Government, high-end Retail, 
Servicing and Enterprise segments in India have high requirement 
for image quality and service which falls into AOTO’s strong suite of 
solutions. These advantages stand to make great prospects for AOTO’s 
growth in India.

SI Asia: Is there a particular market strategy for India? How does the 
company intend to promote its solutions in the market?

WEI: Our objective is to tap as much market capacity as we can in 
India; so we are eagerly looking for more prominent partners in 
India that can grow together with AOTO in this booming market. 
AOTO is a global enterprise, and understands India has its unique 
market landscape. So the marketing strategy is to provide our sales, 
marketing and service teams  closer to our clients. We have already 
set up a subsidiary in Bangalore, and formed a local team. Right now, 
they are looking for channels and distributors that can help AOTO to 
expand its footprint.

SI Asia: What’s the company’s immediate priority on its India plans?

WEI: The top priority  was to set-up a fully dedicated office and 
Experience Centre in the country even as we seek to expand our 
India team of sales and service. The office and Experience Centre 
in Bengaluru has come up really well as a perfect showcase of our 
competence and offerings. It plays a Demo Centre, Service Centre, 
Sales and Generic Administration as well. We hope our clients are 
impressed by the spectrum of our standing. We would also like to 
work closely with our clients towards helping them understand our 
offerings and the experience they create. Simultaneously, AOTO is 
looking to build partnerships and a network of distribution in India 
aiming at the high-end segments in all the verticals. As part of this 
initiative, AOTO is also looking to promote the brand through online 
presence and physical presence at exhibitions. 

www.aoto.com

The AOTO India demo: (Left) Experience Centre space with large LED wall; (right) Meeting Room for the visiting clients.

www.aoto.com
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Expressing AV with the Spirit of 
Five Elements

Indian Audio-Visual industry professionals making it big in the Middle East is 
nothing new, as there have been quite a few such success stories till now. Joining 
the league afresh is yet another young Indian AV professional Vengattaramanan. 
Having spent over a decade in the industry in various capacities and exposed to 
its dynamics, Vengat – as he is dearly called by friends – decided to set-up an AV 
business entity of his own. 

Pancathan Digital Solutions LLC, as the new entity is called, is incorporated in 
Dubai, and has its focus on entire GCC, besides India. The Company is both humble 
and ambitious in its pursuits.  SI Asia interacted with Vengat recently to know what 
the AV player is all about. Excerpts: 

SI Asia: What inspired you for the big move? Moving from the 
otherwise comfort zone of job to challenging entrepreneurism?

VENGAT: It’s fascinating to hear success stories of entrepreneurs- 
learning how successful entrepreneurs got their start, and how 
they overcame challenges and adversities. For me, it was a series of 
things that compelled me to give up my career, my sponsored VISA 
and risk pretty much everything. My passion for ICT/
AV industry led me to start this venture. Listen to 
your heart and not your head. I thought it’s 
time I did it; and I think I did it before it’s 
too late. Becoming an entrepreneur is a 
reward for a concerted effort. It’s journey 
of excitement of a different kind; I’m 
making it right now.

SI Asia: Pancathan – what does it 
mean, or symbolize?

VENGAT: Pancathan is taken from the 
word Pancha Bhoota or Pancha Maha 
Bhoota, the five great elements (Earth, 
Water, Fire, Air, Space) of nature that comprise 
the sum and substratum of humans’ existence. It 
is also inspired from the Panchatantra- an ancient Indian 
treatise on human genius and success explained in simple fables. 
Pancathan Digital Solutions – you may construe to say – will aim at 
creating success environments for businesses through technology 
solutions that they understand best to use, as also in compliance with 
the space and setting of the user requirement.

SI Asia: How about the other stakeholders in the initiative? Who will 
bring what to the company?

VENGAT: Our Company is born out of a vision by two eminent 
professionals who spent over a decade at various levels in AV industry. 

While these two professionals constitute the essential leadership 
stake-holding we consider our vendors, partners and employees too 
as stake-holders to our successes. It’s the passion that we want to 
spread across PDS work-frame and network across the market. That’s 
one form of strength we would want to build and value-add into the 
company.

SI Asia: What exactly does the company do? Its vision, 
mission and action plan? 

VENGAT: As the world becomes a more and more 
technology place, it’s the business value that 

matters. Our vision is to create this business 
value even as we seek growth towards 
becoming a trusted technology integration 
partner for companies, and remain 
consistent. This, we know, is possible 
by understanding the needs, work with 
them as one integrated team, and deliver 

solutions that are experiential. We strive to 
achieve that through 24/7 basis service. 

While we feature brands known for reliability, 
sustained high performance, and long-term value, we 

keep our motto as ‘Do It Right The First Time.’  

Mission, we wouldn’t want to sound high at this moment, but to 
contribute in our own way to safe and convenient living environment 
by means of superlative, experiential technology deployment in the 
field of AVIT, Telecom, and Security solutions integration. 

For me personally, excellence is a journey where we walk hand in 
hand with people we work with. Once one milestone is achieved, 
there is always one waiting to be crossed. It is with this strong belief I 
started Pancathan- with a view to creating a name in the domain and 
continuing to add value to businesses.

“We are on 
a mission to service 

the audio-visual needs of 
customers, offering excellence 
and value in all that we do. We 

pursue this mission as dedicated 
team members inspiring one 

another, our business partners 
and our customers.”
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SI Asia: What market geographies and segments does the company 
address?

VENGAT: Currently, we will focus on GCC region, and India, of course. 
While we have already made a beginning in the GCC, we made a 
breakthrough in India, and been fortunate to get a business case 
to execute. That’s one. We will soon open our office in India, and 
preferably Bengaluru as that ‘silicon capital’ of India also seen as the 
AV capital of the country. So, that’s a good thing to launch with. 

We are on a mission to service the audio-visual needs of customers, 
offering excellence and value in all that we do. We pursue this mission 
as dedicated team members inspiring one another, our business 
partners and our customers. We offer audio-visual equipment and full 
service options including delivery and pickup, and technician set-up 
and all other AV services. At this stage we see no job is too big or too 
small; every job is important.

SI Asia: What strengths you think the company has to click? 

VENGAT: We provide a convenient single point-of-contact for all 
service inquiries. We specialize in audio-visual systems installation 
and calibration, CC camera surveillance systems, digital signage, and 
structured cabling for voice and data communications. We focus on 
mapping every finer detail that transforms into a comprehensive set 
of blueprints, schematics and technical specifications. We ensure a 
well-timed and efficient execution of the jobs taken. 

SI Asia: Having setup the start-up, what is your immediate priority?

VENGAT: The good thing with Pancathan to begin with is that it has 
technicians and on-call managers available 24 hours. At Pancathan, 
our goal is to provide state-of-the-art audio video solutions that are 
personalized and custom made to each individual space and style. 
More important than being reactive is being proactive by identifying, 
diagnosing, and resolving potential issues before they become 
problems. Our services and support teams are being strengthened in 
this direction. 

SI Asia: Do you think the timing is right?

VENGAT: Time is one of the most precious and valuable things that 
God has given us. Everyone in the world has their own path, and their 
own story to tell; and everything happens according to the timing it is 
destined for. 

I’m one among those who believe everything happens for a reason. 
If I don’t see my plans working the way I wanted them to, I know in 
my heart that it is for a reason. I trust the timing of God, which I call 
the timing of my life, I don’t rush, and I don’t want to race my life. I 
want to go with a natural pace, with God leading me through my gut 
and intuition. So, I don’t get anxious and frustrated about things not 
happening when I want them. Most of the time, it is for the best.

www.pancathands.com

www.pancathands.com
mailto:sales@pancathands.com
www.pancathands.com
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Enhance Your Technology 
Experience – EYTE Way
Perhaps, the name says it all. Irrespective of odds whatsoever, Indian AVSI domain had 
been witnessing a new effervescence of entrepreneurial dynamism for some time. Here is 
yet another expression from a young trio of a former AV consultancy firm of continental 
repute.

Abdul Waheed, Ajeesh E K, and Bhakti Lonkar – the exec trio that formed the core of RST 
for many years in India – is expressing itself now as EYTE Technologies Pvt Ltd, a new AV 
design consultancy and integration firm. SI Asia gets a peep into their AV perspective.

SI Asia: Tell us about EYTE, its genesis, purpose and vision? 

WAHEED: EYTE stands for Enhancing Your Technology Experience. 
What people in this domain often say is what we intend to 
symbolize in what all we do as solution providers. Our desire for 
being like this made us build a core team of GenY whose passion is 
integrating technology and experience at all level of our personal and 
professional pursuits. With more than a decade of experience and 
domain expertise, and an opportunity to work with our mentors, we 
believe,  we have been tuned for the professionalism of the West and 
humility of the East. 

Our purpose is to help grow our people and our industry to bridge the 
gap for what the customers wants and need; our vision, therefore, 
is to build a distinct brand known specifically for its innovation and 
delivering experiences, and thereby contributing to the growth of our 
partners as well as our team. 

SI  Asia: You were all the pillars of RST cause and spread in India 
before EYTE...would you want to talk on that… 

WAHEED: We were not the only pillars so to say; everyone in the 
organization played a pillar to it, and stood for its strong footing and 
standing tall in the industry. We, however, believe that we reached 
that junction in our lives that if we wanted to be who we are, and 
contribute to the industry good, we had to go on our own. 

SI Asia: What particularly inspired you to set up the EYTE?

WAHEED: Like I just said, we wanted express ourselves; in our own 
way; create a ‘name’ in the industry that symbolizes what we are. 
That being the thought on one side, the other side is how do we do 
that! As you have been seeing it, technology is changing so rapidly 
these days that we cannot see any solution lasting for more than 
three years or so. Imagine the life of any new smart phone…how long 
can you use the same phone? So, technology change is a constant.

While the developers keep coming with new developments, it’s 
for the solution providers to create the experiences of those new 
technologies for the users. We live in that space; we believe EYTE 
understands this requirement well and can help industry meet these 
challenges every time.

SI Asia: What strengths and competencies does EYTE bring to the 
industry?

WAHEED: The core team of EYTE has been trained to always have 
a visionary mindset. That is, and will always be our strength. As the 
industry has enjoyed the innovation and education to its professionals 
by the Founder of our previous company, EYTE enjoys that privileged 
legacy, and continues to get inspired in our every endeavour. The 
professional process-oriented approach, passion towards technology 
and the value-based culture drives every individual of the organization 
towards contributing to that experiential technology creation. Clear 
understanding of the customer requirement; giving them the right 
solution using our experience and understanding of newer technology 
gives EYTE an edge over others.

SI Asia: How strongly you think you are positioned in your chosen 
domain?

WAHEED: The industry has grown exponentially with multiple factors- 
varied and diverse needs of the market; multi-directional growth of all 
our peers; the initiatives and focus of AVIXA etc. Since our inception, 
we have worked with a variety of clients. The biggest strength we 
feel is our ability to reinforce the trust among our clients about our 
competence and capability- the result of which is the repeat business 
from almost all of them. The energy comes from the fact that the 
clients who worked with us in our initial days are still with us after 
decades. We have some really big client names in our basket right 
from financial segment, IT enterprises, MNCs, educational as well as 
hospitality segments. The appreciations that we get from our clients 
make one big motivation too. 

Strengthened by our technical expertise, perfected by professional 
approach for every deliverable, and the trusted relationship we have 
been able to maintain with our clients understandably gave us the 
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position that we are in today- for AV, IT, and workspace technology 
domains.

SI Asia: How promising you think is the AV industry in India, or 
beyond for your expertise?

WAHEED: With rapid urbanization, industrialization and development, 
India is the third largest market for Professional audio-visual and 
integrated experience technologies in the Asia Pacific region after 
China and Japan. It’s been showing some impressive growth indices 
boosted by Government of India initiatives such as Digital India, Smart 
Cities and E-Governance. It appears it will continue to grow in the 
years to come. 

It is a young India today, with a huge digitally-enabled growing middle 
class population, which is why we see enormous opportunities for 
businesses which get in early and fast. Also, technology is no longer 
a luxury; it is a necessity today, and this necessity will drive the 
development in almost all verticals of business, and probably all walks 
of life too.

SI Asia: How about the challenges…?

WAHEED: We see all the verticals with equal opportunities and 
challenges. They come in different ways as understanding of 
technology, their requirements and the ways and means to fulfil those 
requirements.

SI Asia: Your take on the “AV quality Standards” in India & beyond?

WAHEED: We see their getting into place, though in a very subtle way, 
even as institutions such as AVIXA continue their efforts to push for 
the adoption of acknowledged quality standards by the industry at 
large. With projects increasingly getting driven by certified/qualified 
consultants, merging of AV and IT, following IT protocols and use of 
IT cables in deployment it’s been getting – gradually – a standardized 
approach in AV installations. More and more MNCs opening offices 
in India with global technology standards is making it imperative for 
Indian integrators to follow standards.

As far as our work approach is concerned, we make sure that the 
standards are followed for designs as well as deployment of those 
designs. However, working with various international projects and 
their partners in India, we may say – at our modest best – we still 
have long way to go.

SI Asia: How about the AVIXA initiatives? How relevant and 
necessary you see this initiative?

WAHEED: AVIXA is doing great job in pushing AV Standards and 
AV knowledge. We are able to see more and more professionals 
seeking certifications in AV as advocated by AVIXA which is a global 
representative body. This is a welcome and a very necessary initiative. 
Simultaneously, increasing number of clients (AV buyers) pushing for 
adoption of standards in their deployments is making it important for 
others to follow those preferred practices in their pursuits.

We, as consultants, have also been educating our clients about the 
imperatives of AV standards, and importance of being in tune with 
the global practices as advocated by AVIXA. Gladly for us, we see an 
increasing awareness and interest among AV users and professionals 
about various platforms like training programmes, Round Table 
events, OEM-supported initiatives etc. in order to get exposed to such 
standards.  

SI Asia: What, according to you, is the biggest challenge facing Indian 
AV? 

WAHEED: The demand-supply gap! We see that as the biggest 
challenge. As it is, Indian industry has long been struggling with 
limitations of resources- in terms of skilled and certified professional 
talent. Even as it continues to find ways out from the situation, the 
rapidly changing technology domain – bringing in new trends more 
faster than ever – is seen making it difficult for the industry to find 
professionals with such talents as to bring those latest trends to place.

For me, building the NextGen professional with changing face of 
technology fast enough is the biggest challenge.

SI Asia: What’s the immediate priority for EYTE right now?

WAHEED: Our priority is to maximize our approach, keep our team in 
leading tech trends and reach more clients to set examples. To build 
our team and enhance the culture we have learnt is always doing your 
best for the industry and grow your team’s strength. We are geared 
up for meeting the challenges with qualified and passionate team. 

Gladly for us, we have been able to make a great acceptance from 
our clients too. We believe in educating our partners and clients and 
formulating training programmes for them as well.

www.eyte.sg

Some of the office AV installs designed by  EYTE team.

www.eyte.sg
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ScreenBeam Strategy: To Truly Enable Wireless Office 
365 Collaboration In Any Meeting Space 

ScreenBeam Inc., a leading wireless display and collaboration provider, delivers an 
app-free screen sharing experience on any modern device to bring intuitive wireless 
collaboration into any meeting space or classroom.

ScreenBeam is Microsoft’s co-engineering partner for wireless display enabling wireless 
Office 365 experiences. ScreenBeam solutions are used as the validation platform for 
wireless display functionality by companies like Microsoft and leading PC OEM and device 
companies. 

Headquartered in Santa Clara, CA, ScreenBeam has offices across the United States, 
Europe and Asia. SI Asia talks to Mike Ehlenberger, Vice President & General Manager, 
ScreenBeam Inc. about the company’s foray into this space and its ambitions.

INTERVIEW

SI Asia: The company is new to proAV space so maybe we can talk 
about the company’s history in brief first as an introduction.

MIKE: ScreenBeam has been around for 8 years as a division of 
Actiontec Electronics.  In September of this year we became a 
subsidiary, and now are a common ownership corporation.  Over a 
decade ago we had a vision for wireless display technology. We saw 
the trends of video compression and Wi-Fi advancing, and started 
mapping our course. In the early days we partnered with Intel to 
develop core technology, influence and support the Wi-Fi Alliance, 
and ultimately see the ratification of the Wi-Fi Miracast standard 
come to life! We knew that for wireless display to be a reality it had to 
be fully standards based.

From there we delivered the first Wi-Fi Certified Miracast Receiver 
to market, and have continued to work tirelessly to advance the 
technology and it’s implementation on our ScreenBeam platforms to 
enable this technology to be truly easy to use, reliable, manageable, 
and commercially deployable.  

After some time we realized that app based implementations, like 
Intel’s solution, even though it was free for most, was still a barrier 
for users and more importantly for organizations looking to broadly 
deploy across meeting rooms and learning spaces. We were fortunate 
enough to have developed a great relationship with Microsoft, and 
today we’re their co-engineering partner for wireless display. That 
role enables us to work directly with Microsoft’s Operating System 
Group engineering team, take an active role in advancing functionality 
around wireless display, and by default makes ScreenBeam the “gold 
standard” for device OEMs shipping Windows based products.

We’ve since added support for iOS, macOS, Android, and 
Chromebooks to our portfolio of truly app-free solutions. Today’s 
modern ScreenBeam (all these years later) supports all modern 
devices natively, supports wireless touch-screens, enables wireless 
Office 365 collaboration, works in P2P Miracast mode, over the 
corporate network AND over a guest network (if our customers 

so desire), and provides an in-room hotspot (AP) for additional 
connectivity. We’ve spent an extraordinary amount of time with our 
most significant customers over the years, truly understanding their 
needs. Today’s ScreenBeam portfolio, especially the ScreenBeam 
1100 truly reflects all of that effort, and we’re happy to report our 
customers are decidedly delighted.

SI Asia:  Why get into this space?

MIKE: We’ve been working hard for many years to ensure we 
deliver the right solutions for our customers. Initially we focused on 
K12 education customers worldwide, as we saw the huge benefits 
for teachers to be un-tethered, and we had a lot of early success. 
Naturally over time we wanted to expand our base, and we had won 
several large-scale projects with companies like Microsoft worldwide 
offices, Nestle, BP, Bain & Company, Societe Generale Bank, and 
others. We clearly saw the demand quickly ramping in ProAV / 
Enterprise segments, took all of our learnings, and developed our 
next generation platforms designed to truly meet the very demanding 
needs of the global enterprise market. 

We see intent-to-buy from customers over 50%! Our strategy to 
enable not only wireless display, but truly enable wireless Office 365 
collaboration in any meeting space is a real winner. Our solutions 
interface into any room system, connect directly to existing display or 
projection equipment, or UC, and be spec’d in for retrofit just as easily 
as new build-outs. It’s a very exciting time to be in this space without 
a doubt.

SI Asia: What are the unique advantages the company is bringing to 
the space? 

MIKE: At the center of the universe is Miracast, a must have to 
address the largest segment of the market, Windows devices. Not 
all Miracast is created equally, in fact we’ve invested over multiple 
years to develop our commercial Miracast stack which truly enables 
reliability and can be fully managed by IT departments concerned 
about wireless spectrum utilization. Performance, stability, reliability, 
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advanced functionality like touch-screen are not simple out of the box 
reference designs that any OEM can integrate into their product. Our 
technology stands alone in the industry when it comes to meeting the 
true needs of enterprise customers.

Obviously, we’ve fully integrated support for macOS, iOS, Android, 
and Chromebook devices, which enables our customers to deploy a 
single solution in every meeting space, from executive boardrooms 
all the way down to small huddle spaces. The advantage is employees 
and guests always have the same connection experience regardless of 
what other technology is in a room.

For most organizations they need to support multi-platform, with 
little exceptions. The challenge has been that non-Miracast devices 
require a network connection (where Miracast can do peer-to-
peer), and that created a whole new set of problems. ScreenBeam’s 
unique advantage is truly supporting multiple network infrastructure 
connections simultaneously, enabling corporate users to remain on 
the company network, and connect to ScreenBeam, and keep guests 
isolated on the guest network, but also allow them to connect to 
ScreenBeam in their meeting rooms. There’s no need to change 
any input, re-configure settings, load any special applications, plug 
in any USB devices, none of that…. It just works!  In fact, we now 
see a growing trend with a lot of customers where their USB ports 
are locked-down, so they simply cant use a lot of other proprietary 
solutions.  

From a service perspective we have white-glove care for our 
customers, and provide our Elite partners worldwide with training 
and resources to help ensure ScreenBeam customers are truly 
delighted. We’re looking to build long-term value with our customers 
by delivering beyond expectations. We’re also looking to be truly 
strategic to our Elite partners, respecting the value they bring to our 
mutual customers, and providing them with the tools and access to 
resources they need to be successful. We have significant plans for 
the future. We want our customers to continue to welcome us in 
as a trusted partner, and share with us their future plans so we can 
continue to align closely.

SI Asia: How will ScreenBeam provide support for the solutions? 

MIKE: ScreenBeam Inc. is headquartered in Santa Clara, CA with 
offices across the United States, Europe and Asia.Our teams work 
with channel partners to support their day-to-day business from 
both support and customer engagement perspective.  We also 
offer customers direct access to our global support and FAE teams. 
Our customers can go to our support portal and get immediate 
information, file a ticket, or request immediate support. Our 
customers are our #1 priority and I’m proud of the effort our support 
and product management team puts in. I’ll never forget one of our 
first major deployments over 3000 rooms, the customer came and 
spoke at a conference about why he chose ScreenBeam. One of his 
most significant points beyond the performance and value was the 
virtually un-surpassed support. He said he put us in the same category 
as Cisco, which for him is the pinnacle of vendor support. We try to 

live up to this every day so more customers will continue to spread 
the good word about ScreenBeam.  

SI ASIA:  Brief us about the wireless solutions Screenbeam is 
introducing.

MIKE: As I mentioned, we just released our ScreenBeam 1100 to 
give organizations a solution that will help their employees work 
together to present and share content to and from a larger display 
using wireless technology and collaborate successfully using the 
collaboration tools native in Microsoft Office 365 and Windows 
10. ScreenBeam 1100 resolves these key challenges for successful 
meeting collaboration:

Simple User Experience. By supporting the native screen mirroring 
functionality in any device including legacy devices that don’t support 
the Miracast standard – just click and connect - eliminating the need 
to download an app or keep a cable or dongle nearby. 

Multiple ways to connect, securely. Employee and guest 
devices have multiple ways to connect from corporate and guest 
networks, including local Wi-Fi mode, Miracast™ and dual network 
infrastructure connectivity.

Wireless Office 365 Collaboration. We are the only vendor to provide 
best-in-class native collaboration experiences across Office 365 with 
our unique opportunity to work directly with the Windows OS group.

Privacy While Sharing. Windows and macOS users can share in 
extended or duplicate mode. Extended mode ensures content 
remains private and presenters don’t risk displaying messages they 
don’t want made public. 

Centrally Manage Receivers. Software designed into each receiver 
allows organizations to centrally deploy, configure and manage 
receivers for any size deployment or any number of locations. The 
savings on time and budget is tremendous. 

SI Asia: What is the company’s ambition in relation to coming into 
the ProAV space?

MIKE: Ensuring customer success is our primary goal. Working with 
AV Integrators enables us to truly engage the market with highly-
skilled partners. Ultimately our goal is to quickly scale our business 
across the board. We are 100% committed to our channel, and 
provide an enhanced structure for Elite partners designed to foster 
growth, and to reward them for their selling efforts. We have built 
a team of highly recognizable industry experts, from our technology 
leadership organization, to our support teams, and our sales and 
marketing organizations. We are dedicated to working with like-
minded partners, companies with an eye on the future, looking to 
invest efforts strategically to create growth opportunities for their 
organizations. We respect the great work performed by our partners, 
and in-turn invest strategically in these relationships, and roll-up our 
sleeves with our partners to drive amazing outcomes.

www.screenbeam.com

www.screenbeam.com
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Amalgamating Manufacturing with Audio Visual Prowess
Haldia Petrochemicals Explores New Shores of AV Towards Digital Transformation

INDIA

Haldia Petrochemicals Limited (HPL) – one of the largest corporate companies in India – is not just 
a naphtha-based petrochemical giant; it is an apparent amalgamation of manufacturing prowess 
and technology embracement of highest order. Having embarked upon a massive initiative of digital 
transformation of its processes and market approach, the company has deployed an expansive scale of 
audio-visual technology at its corporate headquarters in Kolkata. An SIA exclusive:

The Precursor

Haldia Petrochemicals Limited (HPL) – with as much as 7 lakh tons-
per-annum ethylene production capacity and over ₹7600 crore (over 
US$1 billion) revenues – is not just one of the largest petrochemical 
corporates in India; it’s like a signature mark of East/Northeast India’s 
Industrial identity. 

transformation. The company reportedly initiated a massive drive 
of digital transformation to build and express itself and orient to the 
market as a new technology-breathing enterprise.

As part of the initiative, the company deployed an expansive stretch 
of sophisticated-yet-simple and scalable audio-visual technology at its 
newly expanded corporate headquarters in Kolkata. 

The top two floors of the 17-floor tall edifice – Tower 1, Techna 
(Bengal Eco Intelligence Park) – at Salt Lake in the ‘City of Joy’ 
that houses the HPL head office is a sort of a joy for a discerning 
technology observer. For, the very way the AV had been weaved into 
their systems and functionalities across these two floors presents an 
entirely new face(t) of the organization that HPL is.

“Our directive from the management was 
for a complete digital transformation of 
the company,” informs Debasis Banerjee, 
General Manager-Information Systems. 
“It was, thus, a very major initiative 
we took, to build a complete, modern, 
state-of-the-art AV facility that cut across 
locations, employees and people, so that 
everyone could engage in a very seamlessly 
communicative environment, and they become more collaborative 
and productive.”

By Ram Bhavanashi

The Tower-1 ‘Techna’: Corporate 
Headquarters of Haldia 

Petrochemicals in Kolkata.

Set up as a Joint-Venture 
amongst the West Bengal 
Industrial Development 
Corporation (WBIDC), The 
Chatterjee Group (TCG) and 
the Tata Group, the 35-year-old 
naphtha-based petrochemical 
company grew through its own 
troughs and crests, reaching the 
top echelons of corporate glory 
that it is today.  

While it pursued its corporate 
excellence, an important aspect 
of the pursuit – particularly 
in recent times – has been its 
embracement of technology 
as an indispensable tool of 
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Says Sumit Dasgupta, CIO & Head-
Information Systems: “It’s a massive 
transformation drive where we needed 
the assets, people and the knowledge 
systems to be connected. It’s a drive aimed 
at bringing people from reactive mode 
to productive and perspective modes.” 
According to him, they needed some good 
operating platform where people can 

collaborate with one another for a larger cause- connecting to market 
points fast and wide, reduce costs and access down time, and thereby 
optimize operational efficiency.

In fact, TCG, the Holding Company of HPL, is a multi-discipline 
enterprise with interests in pharma, chemicals, and real estate 
etc. Having built these divisions into potentially big businesses 
with their own network and resources, the Group wanted to bring 
about a backward integration among all the divisions with a “shared 
technology backbone” to ensure seamless integration.

The Techna Tower-1 being the headquarters for all the divisions, it has 
been taken up for the intended ‘techno-commercial’ overhaul of ICT.

The Vision Synergy

“A great synergy is sought to be built among all these businesses 
by means of technology,” explains Debi Prasad Patra, Whole Time 
Director of MCPI Private Limited, a TCG-acquired chemicals company 
that has a high-level of business synergy with HPL. “The idea of this 
big initiative, simply said, is to take the rank and file of the entire 
Group to the next level of excellence,” explains Patra. 

“The TCG believes in collegiality, 
collaboration and teamwork, for which AV 
is a very discernable tool or technology 
backbone, more so in today’s digital world,” 
the Director elaborates. “As it is, the 
company as a whole is actively journeying 
through the 4.0 industrial revolution where 
next gen technology embracement is one 
essential requirement. To be line with that pursuit, we needed to 
have in place and system set-up that facilitates faster and effective 
communication, real-time connect and collaboration amongst all its 
concerns.” (Read separate interview)

That being the grand vision, the I(C)T teams at HPL deliberated some 
ideations and began scouting for a competent ‘technology partner’ 
who could package the intended techno-commercial solutions 
ensemble. It was felt that just creating a Boardroom or two would 
not meet the vision and requirement of the company; they needed 
training rooms, meeting rooms, work spaces, and a town-hall set-up 
for organizational conventions etc.

It wasn’t easy though, recalls Snehasis Halder, Chief Manager-
Information Systems. Considering the size and scale of the 
requirement, they got proposals of overshooting costs from most 
solution developers and vendors. “We wanted to ensure that our The Reception-Lobby: Typical architectural yet communicative. Observe the 

large digital signage on the right side.
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ideation of technology deployment stayed within the budget and still 
met our requirement,” he maintains. “We worked diligently, went 
little farther, and found one.”

That is where the Bengaluru-based Sigma AVIT 
Solutions came into the picture. According to him, 
Sigma had proposed quite a few ideas on how they 
could turn around the whole project with a whole 
new techno-commercial approach. “Full marks 
to Sigma; they have aptly captured our ideas and 
presented a model that befitted our vision for the 

present and future,” commends Snehasis.

The Project Inspiration

The two floors thus created at the HPL corporate headquarters does 
spring an inspiring story, with every space of the interior reflecting 
an aspect of Bengal’s rich cultural heritage, intellectual leadership, 
progressive tenets and journey unto modernity. Every room/chamber 
is ‘ICON’ated in numbers and milestone years of 19th and 20th 
century Bengal recalling significant developments in history, and 
characterized by portrayals of illustrious personalities of the region.

We, therefore, have chambers 
named and numbered like ICON-1, 
ICON-2, ICON-3 along with years 
like 1819, 1829, 1836, to 1985 etc., 
and portrayals of places like Indian 
Museum 1814, and, Jorasanko Thakur 
Badi 18th century etc. apart from 
portrayals of Gurudev Rabindranath 
Tagore, Ramakrishna Paramahamsa, 
Vivekananda, Subhash Chandra Bose, 
Jagadish Chandra Bose, and the like. 

According to Patra, they actually 
pondered over taking the names of 
hills and rivers identified with the 
State, but finally decided on the 
illustrious sons of the land to have 

a better connect to the company and visitors as well. There are, 
therefore, some 30 ICONinc spaces marked with a specific years and 
messages.

That being a matrix of inspiration, and vision for re-orientation of the 
company, the ICT team HPL mapped the technology deployment. 
Snehasis details the AV spread across the set-up:

• Three Board Rooms

• Five VC-ready rooms

• 18 Presentation/Meeting Rooms

• One Training Room

• One Town Hall/Cafeteria 

• Reception

While the set-up on the face of it might look common for any 
organization of HPL’s size, the way it is all done, and the challenges 
thereof addressed speak about the ingenuity and intelligence weaved 
into the AV deployment. According to Snehasis, the AV systems 
integration is characterized by

o An enterprise-wide IP-enabled Streaming solution

o A single codec-powered video-conferencing set-up

Says Snehasis: “We have ideated that IP-enablement of our entire 
office as one of the necessary element of our technology deployment.  
For, we envisioned multiple benefits from that provision. Now, our 
senior execs can watch live from their desktops what’s going on in 
the training or meeting rooms.” According to him, that it is IP-enabled 
Intranet and Internet solution, anyone with authorized credentials 
on the premises and outside from across the word can login into the 
system with their credentials and join the Streaming session.

A yet another measure of cost-saving as well as resource sharing 
innovation, explains the GM-IS, is the new format of video-
conferencing-ready set-up. The five rooms equipped with video-
conferencing set-up have a single codec which can be moved around 
all the five rooms. They only need to simply plug-in this codec and the 
VC starts functioning. 

“Being a manufacturing company, one of our main objectives of 
technology deployment was integrating our plant and its sales 
points with head office,” explains Sumit Dasgupta. That the plant has 
many a critical process running 24/7, it requires close connect and 
collaboration among maintenance, technical, operations divisions, 
besides those numerous SMEs OEMs, vendors and customers.  

“We do trading across different countries for which we need close 
collaboration, and this is the best technology platform to engage all of 
them in meaningful discussions towards critical business advantages 
on a faster note,” he elaborates. “That’s exactly where Sigma AVIT’s 
domain expertise came in. With them onboard, we could figure out 
the best technology available, and how we can use it to our best 
advantage.”

Raymond V Soans, Director-Sales & Marketing at the Sigma AVIT, 
who had moved this project from the beginning, says: “Team ICT HPL 
was looking for AVSIs who could provide an end-to-end AV solution 
for their new office space. We did not put a proposal upfront; we 
studied the site, and their ideation, and then explained to them what 
technology is available, and what could be done.”

According to him, it was their approach 
to the requirement that had won the bill. 
Instead of checking about the budget, and 
making a proposal right up, the approach of 
understanding the site and job parametrics 
and helping the client ‘think out of the box’ 
with newer modes of technology harnessing 
had won the project and client appreciation.

INSTALLATION
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The wireless presentation, shared codec for video-conferencing, and 
intranet for linking the rooms etc. made a big difference to the whole 
project. 

“It was not a technology for technology sake,” says Raymond. “It was 
first understanding the wish list and then mapping the requirement 
with a value-for-money proposition.”

The Project AV

The Reception area, right at the entrance to the office floor, greets the 
visitors with very stylized interiors that are essentially characterized 
a wall-spread of multiple hexagons displaying the full corporate 
spectrum of HPL diversity on one side, and the range of accolades 
that the Group had been winning over the years with its success 
stories on the other side.

This, even as a big 86-inch LG 86UH5C Ultra HD Signage display 
screen with split-screen functionality on the right side of the central 
reception desk- continuously streaming HD content about what HPL is 
all about and what it contributes to the country as a whole.

The AV experience begins here for the discerning client even as the 
typically designed glass doors with that ICONic signage presents an 
inviting ambience to peep inside.

The Board Room AV: A pleasant amalgamation design art, acoustics, 

architecture, and AV. 

The Board Rooms (20 pax): The Board rooms – identical in shape 
and size as well as ICT deployment – in short feature a combination 
of Sennheier-Harman-Epson-Avaya-Kramer-Crestron for audio, video, 
conferencing, wireless presentation/streaming and control/lighting 
functionalities.  The audio component features 10 units of Sennheiser 
MEB 14-S boundary microphones to factor the audio capture from the 
participants. They are augmented by one each unit of BSS-Blu 102 and 
103 Conferencing Processors (one with ACE and VoIP, and the other 
with AEC and Hybrid Telephony capability). The audio reproduction 
is handled by six units of JBL Control 24CT Micro compact in-ceiling 
speakers that are powered by a JBL 2120Z two-channel amplifier.

The video component essentially is characterized by a ceiling 
mounted Epson EB2247u 4200-Lumen WUXGA projector facing a 94-
inch Clearview CV1081B 16:10 motorized screen that is configured for 
wireless presentation/collaboration set-up with Kramer VIA Connect 

Plus system. The system is complemented by an AVAYA SCOPIA video-
conferencing system in combination with an LG 86UH5C ultra HD 
86-inch display monitor installed behind the motorized screen.

The entire A/V switching gear along with full spectrum of cabling has 
also been entrusted to Kramer AV gear led by VS-88UHDA 8x8 4K60 
matrix switcher, and a Kramer TBUS-10XI(B) table mount modular 
multi-connection system while the entire Control and Lighting system 
has been entrusted to Crestron 3rd generation control processor CP3, 
and DIN.

The integrator contributed with their custom made ceiling mounting 
kit for the projector and wall mounting brackets for the cameras.

The ‘ICON’ic Meeting Rooms: Named as ICONs, and after the ‘guiding spirits’ 

of the land, they make both techo-commercial and cultural connect. 

The Meeting Rooms feature the same combination of AV setting 
and configuration, except for the number of Sennheiser boundary 
microphones which are just five each, and the wall-mount display 
screen which is an LG 65-inch ultra HD 65SE3KD display. The Kramer 
VIA Connect Plus wireless presentation set-up, along with the whole 
big stretch of cabling and Crestron Control and lighting systems are 
tasked for the rest of the AV jobs.

In addition to the ceiling mount, the integrator contributed with 
a customized 8-port gigabyte network switch to the client’s 
requirement.

The VC-Ready Rooms on the other hand are characterized by 
Kramer Campus wireless presentation and collaboration unit that 
is augmented by a Kramer VS-62DT ‘all–in–one’ 6x2 4K60 4:2:0 
presentation system and HDMI/HDBaseT Matrix Switching with 
remote controller. The display solution here again is the LG 65-inch 
ultra HD 65SE3KD display. 

Both the Meeting Rooms and the VC-Ready Rooms feature an LG 
19-inch 19M38HB monitor on the table for connecting with the larger 
display on the wall. The Presentation Rooms, on the other hand, 
feature the Kramer VIA GO wireless presentation device, acting in 
tandem with an LG 43-inch standard commercial display.

The Training Rooms essentially feature a beyerdynamic TG 500 
Set with TG500B and Lavalier microphone TG L58 and a TG 500 Set 
with dynamic handheld TG 500H-D microphone set to do the audio 
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capture, while a Bose IZA 2120-HZ power amplifier augments the 
sound reproduction job by the JBL Control 24-CT Micro in-ceiling 
speakers.

While the video and VC component is the same as that of the 
Board Rooms and the Meeting Rooms, the wireless presentation 
and collaboration system here is entrusted to Kramer VIA Connect 
PRO working in tandem with the Kramer 4x4 4K60 4:2:0 PoE Matrix 
Switcher. The Control mechanism is again handled by Crestron CP3.

The interesting aspect of the Training Room is that it is equipped with 
a sliding partition between the training area and the lobby area. In the 
event of a larger audience training session, the sliding partition can be 
slid inside to a corner of the room to open up and join the lobby area 
with training.

That’s another innovation, ideated, and implemented successfully.

The Cafeteria given its own stake in the holistic AV Experience. Observe the 

three display monitors streaming content. 

The Cafeteria is essentially characterized by a pair of HIKVISION 
surveillance cameras wall mounted at facing wall near the entrance, 
zooming through the entire stretch of the large cafeteria. Streaming 
content for all the good reasons throughout the cafeteria are three 
55-inch standard commercial displays that are powered by a TATA SKY 
connectivity, just like the Traning Room streaming.

Challenges Addressed

As the common rule goes without saying, an install of this size 
couldn’t happen without its own set of challenges. So did the HPL, 
more so that the AV team walked in after the physical architecture 
had already been in place. So too was the routine conflict of 
functionality vs interior finesse. However, those challenges were 
reportedly addressed successfully.

Recalls Debasis: “That the project started from a scratch challenges 
began with the basic ideation of the whole set-up. Some of them 
have been truly long-term and have not been given a shape yet. We 
needed to convince our senior execs and stake holders that ‘this is 
the future.’ It is a big jump in terms of technology embracement, 
costing, infrastructural facilities and more; we also had quite a 
few architectural challenges in that we had to change quite a few 
structural elements.”

That finds endorsement from Snehasis. “There were indeed 
challenges - big and small - relating to brands, models and the way 
they are weaved in. We overcame all that with a diligent approach 
to the requirement, and mapping it accordingly. With Sigma as our 
solution vendor, their expertise came good in addressing all that.”

Audio clarity appeared to pose problems in the VC set-up rooms. They 
installed a good measure of sound absorbent solution in every room, 
he explains. “All the ROS are meticulously checked and measured to 
precision. Now, the audio clarity is perfect.” 

For the integrator, it’s the routine time factor in the main, requiring a 
close and faster coordination with contractors on one side, and client 
on the other, even as the ideation stayed typical. The best part of it 
all, recalls Raymond, “we did it right the first time itself.” That helped 
a lot.

“We created shared resources like VC which they are using 
extensively- almost on daily basis to a very good effect is very 
satisfying,” Raymond sums up. 

The AV Experience

The AV experience at the HPL is, perhaps, best summarized by these 
two perspectives:

Debi Prasad Patra: “It’s been incredible. I was a lot skeptical about the 
efficacy of the deployment- about connectivity, clarity of audio-video 
and data sharing precision and more. But one meeting changed it all. 
It is incomparably better than what we had in place before”.

Sumit Dasgupta: “We are on a cusp of knowing the unknown. We 
are exploring partnerships with our OEMs and vendors through this 
technology platform created by Sigma AVIT. The feel factor among the 
collaboration participants have been really good.”

That’s the HPL success story- even as it contemplates furthering 
its ‘amalgamation of manufacturing expertise with AV’ through a 
dedicated Experience Centre soon.

www.sigmaavit.com
www.kramerav.com
www.epson.com
www.beyerdynamic.com
www.sennheiser.com
www.avaya.com
www.harman.com
www.lg.com
www.crestron.com
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Training Room: Aesthetic, functional, and Scalable. Observe on right the 
sliding partition that can be slid to expand the facility.

www.sigmaavit.com
www.crestron.com
www.kramerav.com
www.lg.com
www.epson.com
www.harman.com
www.beyerdynamic.com
www.avaya.com
www.sennheiser.com
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Manufacturing Seamless AV Amalgamation
Debi Prasad Patra, IAS (retd.), Whole Time Director of MCPI Private Limited, the Group concern 
of TCG (Holding Company of HPL), is an administrator of repute, playing a decisive role in the TCG 
conglomerate. SIA interacted with him to know how the group looks at the initiative. Excerpts:

SI Asia: Tell us the purpose of the AV technology deployment 
initiative

DEBI PRASAD: HPL is a very unique organization, with huge 
technology manpower. With the other Group concerns within TCG, 
it has become still larger conglomerate. One of the main challenges 
in front of the Group management was to transform this huge 
knowledge bank and technology horsepower into more vibrant and 
productive assets. As it is, the company has actively been pursuing 
its journey through the Industry 4.0 dynamics where data and 
resource sharing is an imperative. Unless we realize the impact of 
technology, it is not possible to embrace it to the level required. 
We did that in HR, and Finance already; a whole big transformation 
is already in place with procurement and maintenance adopting 
the upgraded levels of SAP. 

Now the focus is on manufacturing. This can be predictive 
maintenance, hydro-carbaon accounting, sourcing right kind 
and quantity of raw material, real-time information between the 
consumers, marketing and sales- there is so much to do. That’s 
where the ideation and initiative started.

SI Asia: What particular role do you for AV in your tech journey?

DEBI PRASAD: AV plays a very critical role. It facilitates many a 
thing. Faster and effective communication, real-time connect 
amongst all regional offices and their associated vendors, SMEs, 
and thereby enable faster decision making. That is one of the 
biggest enablers, and in fact, we are now looking to further 
diversify this enablement.

SI Asia: What admin or policy practices do you implement for, and 
during technology deployment?

DEBI PRASAD: We have a legacy IT/Infrastructure Policy in place 
which is in the process of transformation to the next stage. The 
hallmark of this transformation is:

a. Transparency 
b. Audit trail
c. Real-time Information
d. Fast decision making
e. Tracking of decisions

In large organizations like the HPL, process automation by 
technology plays a very vital role, and it reflects in all the listed 
areas.

SI Asia: What kind of teams you have in place to implement this 
vision?

DEBI PRASAD: One- taking the best ideas and minds available in 
a particular domain. Two-  capacity building in the organization to 

sustain all these processes. Till 
recently, IT skill in office processes 
meant only knowing MS Office, 
CAD or SAP etc. The notion of 
Industry 4.0 changed it all. It is 
much beyond the traditional 
IT conventions; it means much 
more- automation and data 
exchange in manufacturing; 
processes such as industrial IOT. 
The professional must be abreast of how technology can impact 
their business. 

We are in the process of building best of the teams to handle 
all these requirements even as we go about upgrading our 
technological processes.  

SI Asia: What challenges have you encountered in this process?

DEBI PRASAD: The whole notion of technology deployment itself 
can be taken as one initial challenge, as we had to map what exactly 
we need; then the cost factor- how to ensure that it does not 
overshoot and become an overhead. Then how to ensure that it is 
also scalable in that what we do today should not become obsolete 
tomorrow. 

SI Asia: What’s been the most challenging? 

DEBI PRASAD: Let me look at this from a different perspective. 
HPL has been given a separate identity with its own network and 
processes. Working together with people from MCPI and PPI here 
for building this infrastructure, and then sharing it all, looked 
challenging in the beginning. But we feel it is very easy now. It’s like 
a true collaboration. The amalgamation has been so seamless that 
it feels very fascinating now.

SI Asia: What’s the best part of the technology deployment?

DEBI PRASAD: Again, I take a different perspective. There has 
been a significant improvement in our performance efficiency and 
productivity. I even feel this can be quantified. Our people now do 
not need to travel to Haldia which is over 120km from here. It’s 
both money and time spending too. 

SI Asia: How about your technology experience…

DEBI PRASAD: It’s been incredible. In the beginning, I was a lot 
skeptical about the efficacy of the deployment- connectivity, clarity 
of audio-video and data sharing precision and more. But one 
meeting changed it all. It is incomparably better than what we had 
in place before.

INSTALLATION
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Christie Laser Projectors at the Southeast Flower Paradise
Transform the Flower Themed Park Into a Night-time Illumination Wonderland

INSTALLATION CHINA

Located in Zhangzhou city, the flower themed park spans 650 
hectares and is categorized as a national tourist attraction. To 
attract more visitors and enhance the city’s image, the provincial 
government developed the venue into a night-time attraction filled 
with colourful illuminations using 22 Christie GS Series 1DL® laser 
projectors installed and commissioned by Christie’s long-standing 
Chinese partner Wincomn Technology, which is also responsible for 
the projection design. 

The four venues include “Dreams of the Flower Fairy” show, “Garden 
of Dreams”, Phantom of Lake Heart, and the Flower Fairy sculpture – 
all of which highlight the park’s floral themes. 

“The end user required a bright and dependable projection system 
that could overcome the outdoor conditions to deliver colourful, 
lifelike visuals that amplifies the natural beauty of the park,” said Tony 
Chen, General Manager, Wincomn Technology. “After a detailed site 
survey by our technical team, we decided that the laser-illuminated 

Christie GS Series was most suitable for this project due to its compact 
footprint, low noise, high usage reliability and robust light source that 
can withstand the rigors of daily outdoor use.”

Chen said the projection mapping component is aimed at increasing 
foot traffic at Southeast Flower Paradise to boost the night tourism 
economy. 

“The trees in the park are very dense, so we had to be cautious 
when setting up the projection towers to avoid damaging the park’s 
original landscape. We also had to create an innovative design for 
the projection light path to avoid casting shadows on the projected 
canvases,” Chen explained.

The projectors are housed in special enclosures to protect them 
from inclement weather. “In view of the high humidity levels, the 
projectors are required to demonstrate very high stability and 
reliability. And since the projectors are installed at close proximity 

Christie laser projectors have transformed the beautiful Southeast Flower Paradise into a night-time illumination wonderland, delighting 
visitors with spectacular projections at four different venues across the sprawling park known for a wide collection of flora unique to the 
region.

 Mesmerizing digital projections at Southeast Flower Paradise using Christie GS Series laser projectors. (Photos courtesy of Wincomn Technology)
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“Dreams of the Flower Fairy”

colourful projections on the Flower Fairy sculpture

to visitors, they need to operate at low noise without impacting the 
audience experience. I’m glad that the Christie GS Series projectors 
met all these requirements and surpassed our expectations with their 
astounding performance,” he added.

The management of Southeast Flower Park is delighted with the end 
results, which met its vision of effectively combining the existing 
landscape with the state-of-the-art projection mapping effects 
to enhance the look and feel of the park after dark, providing an 
unprecedented and mesmerizing night tourism experience to all 
visitors.

Michael Bosworth, Executive Director, Head of Enterprise for APAC, 
Christie, commented, “I applaud Wincomn Technology for delivering 
another top-notch installation using the Christie GS Series laser 
projectors at the Southeast Flower Park in Zhangzhou. It’s heartening 
that Christie’s high-performance and dependable projectors featuring 
solid state illumination continue to be the trusted choice of cultural 
and night tourism venues across China.”

Wincomn has successfully deployed Christie GS Series in numerous 
projects across China, including Northern Shaanxi Folk Song Museum, 
Shanghai Haichang Ocean Park Dome Theater, Tang Paradise theme 
park in Xi’an, and Guangzhou Sunac Cultural Tourism City.

www.christiedigital.com

www.christiedigital.com
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Epson Projectors Meet Townhall Objectives
Epson 8K Laser Projectors Project Vibrant Images at Shopee’s New Regional Headquarters

SINGAPOREINSTALLATION

Leveraging on strong growth in the region, Singapore e-commerce 
firm Shopee opened its new regional headquarters in September. 
Shopee has a presence in seven markets in the region and is ranked 
number one shopping app by monthly active users, total 
time spent and downloads in Southeast Asia and 
Taiwan. According to the company, it had a 
record gross merchandise volume of US$4.6 
billion in the third quarter of 2019. 

The six-storey building in Kent Ridge, 
spanning 244,000 sq ft,  houses up to 
3,000 employees. The building designed 
to “maximise comfort” for all employees, 
features a dinner catering service where 
employees can pre-order their meals, 
naps pods at every floor, a mini arcade, as 
well as an in-house masseuse.

The building also features a large townhall space 
that has a seating capacity for 700. The townhall is 
used for internal as well as external communications and 
presentations.  With such a vast space, the ability of the audience 

to view visual presentations was critical. As such the space features 
four units of EPSON EB-L1405UNL 8000 lumens Laser Projectors that 
project onto four units of 150” 16:10 vinyl motorised screens.

As most of the interior design fixtures were pre-
determined, the integration team had to work 

around the space which threw up some 
challenges such as ceiling restriction and 

different lighting scenes within the 
townhall.  The system integrator had to 
upgrade the screen size from the original 
plan due to the ceiling restriction and to 
ensure that the audience can view what 
was being projected from where they 
are seated. The EPSON projectors were 

fitted with EPSON mid-throw ELPLM08 lens 
to achieve the required projection size in 

relation to the distance where the projectors 
were installed. With EPSON’s range of lenses, it 

saved the integrator time and helped them avoid major 
reworks when there were changes in screen size and projector 

locations.

With EPSON’s 
range of lenses, it saved 

the integrator time and helped 
them avoid major reworks when 
there were changes in screen size 
and projector. This was one of the 

reasons EPSON projectors were 
chosen as they offer the sharpness 

and brightness to create 
optimal visual 

experience.
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The different lighting scenes too had to be taken into consideration as 
images projected had to maintain sharpness and brightness regardless 
of the lighting scenes. This was one of the reasons EPSON projectors 
were chosen as they offer the sharpness and brightness to create 
optimal visual experience.

Colour calibration was another area where the installation team had 
to ensure that what was projected was in line with the other displays 
solutions’ colour symmetry in the space. The colour calibration 
feature of the projectors ensured that the projected images were 
vibrant and in tandem with the other displays at the space.

“Though there were restrictions due to the physical structure and 
interior design of the space, we are pleased that the system integrator 
was able to overcome them. With the laser projectors, the client need 
not worry about the lifespan as well as maintenance of the projectors. 
The flexible range of Lenses from EPSON also helped resolve the 
physical constraint in relation to the space.  Epson always delivers the 
extra mile than the users’ expectations,” concluded Terrence Ning, 
Sales Director Prism Dynamics. Prism Dynamics was responsible for 
the supply of the EPSON projectors, lenses and accessories. 

Foo Chen Hau, Assistant Manager, Corporate Real Estate, SEA Group, 
the parent company for Shopee and part of the team responsible for 
the new Shopee HQ comments, “Shopee has many external as well 
as internal events that can accommodate up to 700 guests seated 
or over two thousand plus that includes standing guests. As such 
the projections act as a supporting feature for the content that is 
being shown. It should be visible to all who are in the space. This 
was achieved with the size of the projected images on the screen. In 

addition, Shopee is 
also particular about 
its brand colour, as 
can be expected. 
Prism helped ensure 
that the brand 
colour is consistent 
regardless of the 
medium it is shown 
on – be it on the 
projector screens, LED 
or even the displays in 
the townhall. The fact 
that the projectors 
were able to match 
the brand colours was 
important to us.”

“I would like to add 
that the Prism team 
has also been helpful 
in ensuring that 

the systems control are programmed to be user-friendly for us to 
control the AV in the space. Furthermore as the solutions had to fit 
the Interior Designer’s vision for the space, Prism worked around the 
challenges to help us achieve our objectives without disturbing the 
interior design,”  concluded Mr Foo. 

www.prismdynamics.sg
www.epson.com.sg

www.epson.com.sg
www.prismdynamics.sg
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RTI Brings Automated, Hands-Off Control to Albion Park 
RSL Club 

Kicking the Bucket . . . of Remotes

The Returned and Services League (RSL) of Australia is a support 
organization for men and women who have served or are serving in 
the Australian Defence Force. RSL-licensed clubs exist throughout the 
country and serve in part as social hubs and recreation centers for 
their communities.

The Albion Park RSL Memorial Club in New South Wales is a place 
where locals can go for dining, drinks, concerts, golf, bingo, raffles 
and casino games, and so much more. There are also rental spaces 
available for functions of every size, from family gatherings to 
corporate and charity events.

Before: Under-performing and Overly Complicated

Albion Park RSL’s TV and audio setup was under-performing and 
overly complicated. Cabling was unreliable and very sparse. All audio 
was being played over the fire alarm, which sounded awful and was 
either all on or all off. And throughout the club’s bar, bistro, and 
function spaces are 50 televisions encompassing about 10 different 
brands — all different models, some with discrete IR and others 
without.

AUSTRALIA

It was common practice for an employee to carry a bucket of remotes 
around to all 50 TVs, turning each one on and changing channels as 
needed. It’s estimated that this process would take an employee at 
least an hour a day, considering the various on/off times required.

It was time for an overhaul. Top priority was that the system had to be 
easy to use.
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After: Automated, Hands-Off Control

In its first hospitality installation of this size using RTI, integrator 
Cabling & Wireless gave Albion Park RSL’s TV system an upgrade, and 
RTI played a starring role.

“Because of the number of different brands of screens already 
installed, IR was the only viable option, and only RTI offers the 
modularity to expand this much IR effectively,” said Andrew Watt, AV 
BDM of Cabling & Wireless.

At the heart of the RTI control system are an AD-16x audio matrix 
switch, 14 PCM-4 Ethernet multi-purpose I/O control modules, 60 
Virsa IR emitters, and a KX10 10-inch in-wall touchpanel.

The system is programmed for maximum flexibility and ease of use. 
Schedules are set to turn on TVs and audio in each area at different 
times of day on different days of the week. For example, an ode plays 
at 6pm every night out of respect for fallen soldiers. The RTI system 
automatically mutes all audio in the club at 6pm and switches back 
afterward.

Through the touch screen, employees can control every TV 
individually or in groups, but only if they choose to do so. Most of the 
time, there’s no need for staff to interact with the system at all. And 
because of all the TV brands and models involved, Cabling & Wireless 
created a user-settable sync page to correct any errors with power 
toggling.

‘It Just Works’

Thanks to RTI’s sophisticated, user-friendly control solution, Albion 
Park RSL Memorial Club’s TV and audio control has been transformed. 
The ability to schedule all control functions means employees 
save at least 365 hours per year, and staff responsibility is reduced 
because there’s no need for them to learn which channel is on which 
modulators or figure out which TV can view what. And the club sees 
power savings because TVs aren’t left on overnight.

“When talking to my contact at Albion Park about the system, he said, 
‘It just works.’ — which is probably the best feedback we can get,” 
Watt said.

Perhaps best of all? Albion Park RSL can hide that bucket of remotes.

List of RTI products used:

• 1 x AD-16x Audio Matrix Switch

• 1 x XP-6s Advanced Control Processor

• 14 x PCM-4 Ethernet Multi-Purpose I/O Control Modules

• 60 x Virsa IR Emitters

• 1 x KX10 10-Inch In-Wall Touchpanel

• 3 x RSP-1 Remote Source Wallplates

www.cablingandwireless.com.au

INSTALLATION

Shelves house the PCM-4 moduels into just 4 rack units

Cabling & Wireless started by replacing the club’s cabling with 
dedicated RG-6 and Cat 6 to every screen. In an innovative design, 
rather than using two-core cabling or putting equipment in the field, 
the integrator used Cat 6 cabling and RJ45 to 3.5mm jack adapters 
to extend IR out to each TV. This setup provided a more reliable 
connection, was quicker and neater, and allows for an 
upgrade path to IP video/control in the future. Sliding 
shelves house the PCM-4 modules, which made 
it possible to stack 50 televisions’ worth of IR 
control into just 4 rack units (RU).

Albion Park RSL also wanted audio to be 
separated by zones, so Cabling & Wireless 
installed new speakers into seven zones 
around the club, which allows independent 
source selection and volume control.

Cabling & Wireless also installed three RSP-1 
remote source wallplates, which makes it 
possible for outside organizations to provide their 
own audio into a hired space.

Because of 
the number of different 

brands of screen already 
installed, IR was the only viable 
option, and only RTI offers the 

modularity to expand this much IR 
effectively.

— Andrew Watt, AV BDM of 
Cabling & Wireless

www.cablingandwireless.com.au
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Dubai’s Wavehouse Atlantis Enjoys Versatile Symetrix 
Audio Network

Eleven Main Zones Cater to Different Entertainment Functions and Music Requirements

DUBAI

Located on Palm Island, between the Dubai skyline and the Arabian 
Gulf, Atlantis Dubai includes a world-famous resort, the world’s 
most Instagrammed hotel, award-winning restaurants, a waterpark, 
and much more. Wavehouse, Atlantis Dubai’s an all-encompassing 
entertainment venue, features zones for kids, families, and adults, 
including a bowling alley, kids play area, two-story arcade, projection 
room, restaurant, indoor/outdoor stage, indoor/outdoor bar, outdoor 
lounge area, and wave simulation pool. Whether you like to be active 
or want to kick back and relax, it’s all here.

Installing a sound system to serve a venue the size and complexity 
of Wavehouse was a major challenge. However, the team at Dubai 
systems integrator Pulse Middle East was fully up to the task, thanks 
to its extensive experience providing AV systems to high-end venues 
in the region. Led by Managing Director and audio engineer Joe 
Chidiac, the Pulse Middle East team designed and installed a Dante-
enabled audio system for Wavehouse based on two Symetrix Radius 
NX 12x8 DSPs and one Radius NX 4x4 DSP.
 

“We were brought in to design and install a sound system for live 
music, background music, and non-emergency paging that would 
have complete flexibility for the operator to play any source in 
any and all zones,” Chidiac recalls. “Having so many different 
entertainment functions, the sound system needed to be separated 
by function and music requirements, so Wavehouse was separated 
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into 11 main zones for source selection and volume control. The 11 
zones are then divided into sub-zones for additional volume control, 
allowing the operator access to 25 sub-zones to be able to cater for 
special events. Each individual zone can be monitored from the AV 
room speakers.”

The Wavehouse system is hosted on the hotel’s network, with 
fiber connecting two separate AV rooms connected to the main 
intermediate distribution frame. Connection points for Dante devices 
around the venue are on CAT6 cable. In addition to portable devices, 
audio sources include a Pioneer DJM900 DJ mixer with CDJ2000 multi-
players, connected with an AVIO adapter; a Midas M32 console with 
DN32-Dante card; and several TV receivers plugged directly into the 
Symetrix Radius processors. On the output side, Powersoft amplifiers 
drive loudspeakers from TW Audio and Martin Audio.

“The Symetrix Radius makes it easy to manage the Dante network, 
and it’s extremely reliable,” comments Pulse Middle East Head of 
Audio Andy Morris. “Most DSP for the loudspeakers at Wavehouse 
was done inside the Powersoft amplifiers but it was necessary to set 
balancing and delays within the Symetrix Radius DSPs in order to be 
able to change these settings for different operation modes. Symetrix 
Composer software made it easy to integrate our Powersoft amplifiers 
and enabled us to set up the routing without having to use Dante 
Controller.”

The Pulse team also used Symetrix Composer’s SymView GUI 
authoring to create a control server. “We made custom control pages 
for each zone, plus a diagnostics page for problem solving,” details 
Morris. “Because it’s hosted on the hotel’s network, there is flawless 
wi-fi coverage throughout the venue, so the operators can sign in and 
control any zone from anywhere around the venue.”
Designing, building, and configuring the Wavehouse system and 
providing a user-friendly interface, while keeping up with the 
construction schedule, was no easy job. But using Symetrix Radius 
processors and Composer software, Pulse Middle East met every 
challenge. “We had to work on the installation in parallel with 
construction and interior design in order to finish on time but we got 
it all done, and the system performs fully up to our expectations,” 
Chidiac reports. “Our customer is very satisfied.”

www.pulse-me.com
www.symetrix.co

www.symetrix.co
www.pulse-me.com
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Genelec Reveals Star Talent in Chinese ‘Performance 
Store’

A New Concept Store Builds on China’s Karaoke Tradition

CHINA

The Mida Performance Store in Changsha, the capital city of China’s 
Hunan province, is a new concept that offers a high-spec live 
performance venue,  bar  and  social  media  experience  for  music  
lovers. It  provides  an  open  stage  for anyone wanting to give free 
rein to their singing talents in front of an appreciative audience of 
their peers, and the entire performance space is equipped with 
Genelec 1032C and 4030C loudspeakers for a high quality audio 
experience for both performers and audience members alike.

The concept has proved hugely popular with customer flow reaching 
120,000 in the first month of opening followed by 200,000 in the 
second month. On the Store Member’s Day, performance waiting 
time exceeded three hours! Much of the popularity is attributed to 
the superlative quality of the Genelec audio experience that forms an 
integral part of the concept. From the outset the brief was to deliver 
the best possible sound, both for the audience and the performers, 
for which a Genelec solution was chosen throughout.

“Genelec is widely known throughout the professional audio 
industry,” remarked Zhang Hongxu, head of market operations at 
Mida Performance Store. “A great many albums are recorded and 

mixed using Genelec. There are vast numbers of people that secretly 
harbour the soul of a singer  but it’s difficult for ordinary consumers 
to experience a professional environment and facilities. Our aim is to 
bring a truly professional experience to ordinary people, to allow all 
music lovers to enjoy a high-end performance.”

The store covers an area of about 50 square meters including the 
stage, audience area and the bar. After careful consideration of the 
layout, traffic flow, and the crosstalk from other areas in the store, the 
engineers from Mida and Genelec China selected a pair of Genelec 
1032Cs as the main  loudspeakers flown either side of the stage, 
supplemented by five 4030Cs to provide extended coverage across 
the rest of the audience and bar area, plus a further four 4030Cs for 
stage foldback.

The goal was to achieve smooth, even coverage across the 
designated audience area, with clear, detailed audio at optimum 
SPLs, thus avoiding the typical reaction to low quality audio with  
poor  intelligibility - which is simply to turn up the volume. “Almost 
everyone has experienced karaoke  with poor sound quality,” says 
Zhang  Hongxu. 
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“Here, it’s  a completely different experience. Genelec loudspeakers 
are renowned for their transparent reproduction of the original sound 
source. Anyone that cares about singing cares about their own vocals 
and singing technique –if they are performing in a karaoke bar (KTV)
with low quality audio, they can’t hear the detail in the vocal or 
distinguish  between  different techniques. However, with the system 
we have in place at the Mida Performance Store, all the subtleties and 
detail of each vocal performance are revealed, to the great delight of 
both the performers and the audience.” 

Yu Huangliang, the Hunan area champion of the reality TV show, Sing 
China, has become a frequent visitor to Mida Performance. “I have 
experienced a variety of different performance venues, but once I 
sang on Mida’s stage, I refused to go anywhere else,” she said. “If you 
want to enjoy yourself to the full whilst singing, it has to be at Mida. 
Not only does it have a particularly good audience atmosphere, but 

more importantly, the amazing sound quality allows people to feel the 
magic of music at a far more profound level.”

In order to overcome the common challenges of live venues such as 
uncomfortably high SPLs, lack of detail, uneven frequency response 
and coverage, and to achieve the goal of “singing and enjoying the 
stage”, the Mida and Genelec China engineering teams put a lot of 
thought into the position and calibration of the whole loudspeaker 
system.

The main 1032C loudspeakers were flown horizontally in order to fit in 
the limited space above the stage. The engineers then used Genelec 
GLM software for automatic measurement and calibration and fine-
tuned the results manually according to feedback from the singers. 
The 4030Cs that provide the rest of the coverage of the audience area 
were calibrated in order to provide an SPL  variation of no more than 
2dB across the whole of the listening zone, delivering the same high 
quality audio experience to everyone in the audience, regardless of 
their distance from the stage.

Mr Zhang Hongxu is thrilled with the results: “Our goal from the 
outset was to allow ordinary people to enjoy the same experience 
as professional singers, and let the audience enjoy professional 
quality sound. We’ve achieved all of this thanks to Genelec, and the 
popularity of the venue since the store opened proves that the public 
agrees with us.”

www.genelec.com

INSTALLATION

www.genelec.com
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D-Mitri Intelligence: Hear it at National Museum of Qatar
Meyer Sound Plays a Pervasive Audio Solution at Qatar’s Newest AV Splendour

QATARINSTALLATION

The imposing National Museum of Qatar rises from the desert 
floor like a striking mirage. Designed by celebrated French architect 
Jean Nouvel, the new museum’s 539 disk-like structures enclose 
more than 8,000 square meters of exhibit space divided into twelve 
interconnected, thematic galleries. Each gallery captivates the visitor 
in a multimedia experience of Qatar’s history, with the sweeping 
wall-wide video projections supported by multichannel sound 
designs heard through immersive Meyer Sound systems controlled 
by D-Mitri digital audio platforms and comprising hundreds of hidden 
IntelligentDC loudspeakers. 

All aspects of the museum’s audio design, including both content and 
technical systems, were created as a holistic, integrated project by 
Idee und Klang Audio Design of Basel, Switzerland. The sheer scope 
of the assignment was daunting, with three hours of film soundtrack 

employing 11,278 sound files on 173 media servers reproduced 
through 308 discrete audio channels.

The new National Museum of Qatar is an story of different genre altogether to tell. It’s a story of Qatar and its people from earliest 
times to the present, and its journey into future- in a very unique way. It’s a blend of story-telling with technology of hearing and 
watching- the audio-visual brilliance. Designed to be both immersive and experiential, visitors encounter a rich environment to 
explore. Over 1.5 km expansive architectural splendor that it is, the three-chapter National Museum of Qatar is an ensemble of eleven 
high-technology galleries conveying a grand story. Here is an audio perspective.
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The technical challenges involved in the 
audio system design extended beyond the 
intricacies of the audio content. The unusual 
architecture combined with aesthetic 
considerations — all loudspeakers had 
to be concealed in the walls or ceiling — 
demanded very small loudspeakers, flexibility 
in placement, comprehensive control and, to 
ensure reliability, computer monitoring of all 
performance parameters. For conceptual audio 
designer Daniel Teige, these factors pointed 
toward an integrated Meyer Sound solution.

“I knew from the outset that Meyer Sound, 
with their products, technology and support 
team, would be of great benefit in this 
project,” relates Teige. “Meyer Sound offers a vast number 
of different loudspeakers to choose from, and from 
my perspective they are simply the best tools for 
reproducing sound. In addition, the D-Mitri 
platform offers the most flexible and reliable 
processing solution on the market.”

For Teige, Meyer Sound was not merely 
an equipment supplier but also an active 
partner in the project. “They were with 
us from the beginning through the final 
installation and commissioning of the 
system. Their dedicated team supported 
us many times with their experience and 
knowledge, so it felt like a true collaboration.”

A total of 42 D-Mitri modules formed the networked 
backbone for all audio systems. In addition to handling audio 
I/O, matrixing and DSP, D-Mitri also provided primary show control 
functions for synchronizing media servers and more than 100 
Panasonic projectors. 

The complement of more than 280 Meyer Sound loudspeakers 
included Ashby-5C and Ashby-8C ceiling loudspeakers along withUPM-
1P, UPM-2XP, UP-4XP and UP-4slim loudspeakers. UMS-1XP compact 
subwoofers were installed as needed for low frequency extension. All 

systems were supplied and installed by Qatari 
integrator Techno Q.

A key factor favouring a comprehensive 
Meyer Sound solution was the company’s 
exclusive IntelligentDC technology. By routing 
both balanced audio and 48 VDC power 
for the amplifier over a single cable from 
a remote rack-mount unit, IntelligentDC 
uniquely combines the installation 
advantages of low voltage systems with the 
sonic superiority and individual addressability 
of self-powered loudspeakers.

“IntelligentDC was a big plus for us,” says Idee 
und Klang’s on-site project manager Frederic 

Robinson. “The biggest advantage is that it eliminated very 
long speaker cable runs. Fitting a museum of that 

size would likely not have been possible using 
passive systems.”

Robinson gives special kudos to the new 
UP-4slim loudspeaker. “Finding suitable 
speaker positions around the projection 
surfaces proved to be a major challenge 
in every gallery. The UP-4slims provided 
Meyer Sound’s usual quality in a size 

that allowed placement below the 
screens. No other product with a profile 

that narrow came even close to the UP-
4slim’s audio quality.”

The results of the technology and teamwork have 
been appreciated by museum management and other 

creative principals on the project. “Everyone is impressed by the 
sound quality,” says Daniel Teige. “You are not really aware of hearing 
loudspeakers. The sound is just everywhere around, and you are fully 
immersed in it. The museum and the filmmakers are all pleased with 
how the system performs on every level.”

A typical sentiment was expressed by Christophe Cheysson, Director 
of galleries one and two. “The quality of the installation, and the fact 
that you can really pin a sound at a very precise place on the screen 

You are not 
really aware of hearing 

loudspeakers. The sound is just 
everywhere around, and you 

are fully immersed in it. 
The museum and the filmmakers 

are all pleased with how the system 
performs on every level.”

-Daniel Teige Conceptual 
Audio Designer

FEATURED PRODUCTS
• Ashby-5C 
• Ashby-8C
• D-Mitri
• UP-4slim 
• UP-4XP
• UPM-1XP
• UPM-2XP
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and then have it move with the object, has allowed us to tell amazing 
stories.”

Creating and mixing the complex, spatialized soundtracks involved 
an exhaustive two-stage process. Working closely with filmmakers, 
the Idee und Klang team first created the dynamic sound designs and 
mapped out a preliminary mix-to-picture at their studios in Basel. But 
because of the wide variance in room dimensions and acoustics, the 
final mix for each soundtrack had to be done on site at the museum, 
often in the wee hours of the morning to avoid noise from final 
phases of construction.

The main contractor for the National Museum of Qatar was a joint 
venture of MAN Enterprise, a Qatari general contractor, and EMPTY 
S.L., a Spanish museography specialist, together forming MEJV. 

The museum and architect partnered with the Doha Film Institute 
(DFI) to create the series of films, and then DFI and MEJV in turn 
contracted London-based RES to consult on pre-visualization and 
projection mapping. Idee und Klang Audio Design was charged with 
the complete sound scenography for the museum, from the early 
planning stage to the final mix of the audio content on-site. 

The National Museum of Qatar opened on March 28, 2019, and is 
dedicated to celebrating the culture, heritage and future of Qatar and 
its people. Nouvel’s architecture is inspired by the desert rose crystal 
formations often found in arid landscapes.

PHOTOS COURTESY:  Idee und Klag

meyersound.com

INSTALLATION

www.meyersound.com
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Video is Changing the Face of Business
By Aurangzeb Khan, SVP Of Intelligent Vision Systems, Jabra

NIXT! is our new column which focuses on technologies beyond our AV realm. This column was created 
in collaboration with InfoCommAsia Pte Ltd, the organisers of Beijing InfoComm China, InfoComm India 
and InfoComm SEA. The acronym stands for Next Integrated Experience Technology. NIXT! took the form 
of a conference at the 2019 Beijing InfoComm China. In our first  edition (Aug-Sep issue) we spoke to 
InfoCommAsia Executive Director Richard Tan, who is the driving force behind NIXT! to find out what is 
NIXT! about and why it is relevant to our industry. Our second column (Oct-Nov issue) highlighted how 

Which sense would 
you rely on most when 
it comes to making 
judgement calls? As 
humans, sound and 
sight are arguably our 
most important. But 
with the rise of artificial 
intelligence, we’re 
at the tipping point 
of giving machines 
the ability to make 

greater sense of their surroundings through video, and the potential 
big data and AI impacts are starting to surface. Perhaps you’re in an 
HR or organizational role, or responsible for CRM. Or maybe you’re 
trying to make decisions reliant on broader business intelligence. 
Regardless, the range of data we have available to make these 
decisions with is growing each day, and thanks to new technologies, 
we’re entering a period in which cameras can operate as 
sensors. And when we apply AI algorithms to these 
video streams coming from cameras that act 
as sensors, the data lakes we can generate 
offer insights that can change the face of 
business. In the future, not only will you 
be able to rely on your individual senses, 
but also the big data insights from tech 
that can make sense of sight and sound. 

While the advent of video collaboration 
systems in the workplace is not new, a few 
key changes in these systems are starting to 
unlock far greater potential. Firstly, advances 
in video have helped spur mass adoption of the 
medium; be it via YouTube, Snapchat and Instagram, 
or video calls on FaceTime or WhatsApp. Secondly, cloud-
based video collaboration solutions like Zoom or Microsoft Teams 

are increasing in ubiquity as standardized workplace collaboration 
tools. In fact, we’ve seen cloud deployment continue to rise across 
enterprise as a whole. A recent Morgan Stanley CIO survey showed 

that cloud usage across platform and infrastructure services has 
risen 10%, just between Q1 last year and this year. 

So, we’re at a point where cameras are standard 
in purpose-built collaboration workspaces, in 

a time in which the workforce is increasingly 
globalized. Now, with advances in AI and 
camera technology, multi-camera arrays 
are able to act as sensors which provide 
AI algorithms the best opportunity to 
make sense of the video information 
and create data from it. And because 

Panoramic-4K video isn’t distorted like 
in an ultra wide-angle lens, it enables AI 

algorithms to detect objects correctly. This 
ability to capture and interpret large amounts of 

anonymized people data is starting to unlock major 
productivity gains. 

Bosch has integrated AV, AI and analytic thus offering more value to end clients. In this issue, Jabra’s Aurangzen Khan highlights how a few 
key changes in video conferencing systems are starting to unlock massive business potential as Panoramic 4K multi-array cameras enable AI 
algorithms to detect objects correctly. 

This ability to capture and interpret large amounts of anonymized people data is starting to unlock major productivity gains. While video 
will be essential for business both for employees and customers, utilizing the data lakes available from these video cameras is where the real 
advantages will lie in the future.

with advances in AI and 
camera technology, 

multi-camera arrays are 
able to act as sensors which 

provide AI algorithms the best 
opportunity to make 

sense of the video 
information and create 

data from it.
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In the 2018 paper “The Digitization of the World, From Edge to Core,” 
David Reinsel, John Gantz, John Rydning discuss AI driving even more 
automation into businesses, “feeding processes and engagements 
that will deliver new levels of efficiency and products that are 
tailored to business outcomes and individual customer preferences.” 
Companies are already leveraging data to improve customer 
experience, make employees and processes more productive and 
create new sources of competitive advantage, and cameras will vastly 
improve those capabilities. 

For example, by knowing how many people are present or if any 
person is present, we can create software control signals which 
enable systems to automate room reservation and release, or 
autonomously turn off power consuming equipment when it is 
not needed, or analyze the seasonality and patterns of use of 
corporate real estate to decide how best to optimize it. Several major 
multinationals we work with have over 30000 collaboration spaces 
worldwide, so if you imagined being able to correct a 10% misuse rate 
with something like meeting room bookings, that turns out to be a 
pretty big deal across that business.

Just knowing something like how often and by how many people a 
space is used is incredibly valuable. Over the space of a year, that 
data repository can offer a lot of business intelligence, and with the 

rising cost of real estate, utilizing it efficiently is a priority for most 
companies, as it affects everyone’s bottom line. This is anonymized 
numerical data, and it gives you the basis for data-driven decision 
making, which has been historically very sparse in real estate, for 
example. In the future, it could be used to build heat flows for 
architectural design, creating smarter buildings and cities, and saving 
businesses millions.

As Frank Bien, CEO and President of Looker said, “data is now 
fundamental to how people work and the most successful companies 
have intelligently integrated it into everyone’s daily workflow. Data 
is the new application.” Mary Meeker surfaced this overall rise in 
her 2019 Internet Trends Report, and I am most excited about the 
data and collaborative power of workplace video in the coming year. 
Whether you’re looking to develop your people and organizational 
management, create new data streams and business intelligence, 
or simply boost employee efficiency, video will be key. And while 
video will be essential for businesses both for their employees and 
customers, utilizing the data lakes available from these video cameras 
is where the real advantages will lie in the future. 

www.jabra.com

www.jabra.com
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Understanding ‘IPTV’ and ‘AV over IP’ to 
Better Serve Your Customers
By Mike Allan, Chief Technology Officer at Exterity

signage. ‘IPTV’ and ‘AV over IP’ (AVoIP) are hot topics in the industry, 
but often these two terms are mistakenly used interchangeably 
when there are in fact specific differences between them at both a 
technical and application level. This has created some confusion in the 
marketplace, which in turn means that some end-users needs are not 
being met.  

IPTV in particular has grown in popularity over the last decade and 
has been replacing older analogue technologies based on RF and 
less flexible matrix switches. One of the key benefits of using IPTV is 
the simplicity and flexibility of using a single shared structured cable 
network and relatively low-cost IP switches for internet connectivity, 
application data and AV. 

Demystifying the terms

Admittedly, IPTV and AVoIP work in similar ways, so the confusion 
is understandable. In both cases, content is ingested from a source: 
this could be a pre-compressed source such as broadcast TV, satellite, 
cable or DTV, or a Video on Demand server. Or, it may be a base band 
video source such as HDMI or SDI that is then compressed to reduce 
the amount of bandwidth. 

This digital compressed video asset is then turned into packets that 
are transmitted across an IP network in chunks. This transmission 
is normally multicast or unicast with packets flowing across the 
IP network through switches and along ethernet cables or Wi-Fi 
networks to reach a destination. At the destination device, the 
packets are received, assembled back into video, decompressed and 
played on a device such as a TV screen, video wall, projector, or even 
a smartphone. 

During each of these steps there’s a time delay, called latency, 
between the transmission from the source to being displayed at the 
destination. Additionally, each time the source video is compressed 
and decompressed there’s a decline in the visual quality, which is a 
trade-off for the video content using less bandwidth. This is a very 
simple description, but this concept Is broadly the same for IPTV, 
AVoIP, Software Defined Video Over Ethernet (SDVoE) and several 
other specialist IP-based AV technologies. The major differences 

between the technologies is the degree of compression, the resulting 
latency and the network needed to carry the content.

So what are the differences?

IPTV uses the most compression and has the greatest latency while 
using the most common type of networks. SDVoE has the least 
compression and latency while requiring the highest performing 
network – and AVoIP is somewhat of a middle ground between the 
two. However, it’s worth pointing out that for most HD/4K video 
content distribution used by hotels, conference centres, stadiums and 
corporate offices to inform, educate or entertain, the discrepancy 
between visual quality and latency are not perceptible to most end 
viewers.

IPTV’s major strength lies in its flexibility, which has resulted in a high 
level of adoption within the industry and the widest ecosystem of 
technologies supporting IPTV, including set-top boxes and SmartTVs 
as well as tablets and smartphones, which can all display IPTV streams 
via an array of apps. 

AVoIP, including SDVoE at the top end, is widely regarded as one 
of the best technologies for user cases that require higher visual 
quality and lower latency. Such examples include when a surgeon is 
performing an laparoscopic surgery where his or her is being guided 
by a camera would need low latency and high visual quality because 
any mistake could have disastrous consequences. Although AVoIP is 
functionally like IPTV, its ability to deliver lightly compressed video 
at the typical 1Gb Ethernet network level is its most compelling 
advantage. 

Network challenges and upgrades

The biggest compromise inherent in AVoIP, and more so with SDVoE, 
is the need for a more advanced network to deliver uncompressed 
video which uses it a lot of bandwidth. This is particularly relevant for 
customers who need to carry multiple streams because it requires 
them heavily investing in a 10Gb ethernet network and potentially 
upgrade structured cabling across an entire facility. 

Despite its relevant and importance to the industry, AVoIP solutions 
are still relatively immature and, consequently, there’s a small number 
of suppliers and alternatives. This then makes network upgrades eye-
wateringly expensive, which isn’t feasible for many end users, which 
is why it’s so important that system integrators take into account the 
use case for IP technologies and provide them with the solution that 
best suits the customer’s needs and technical requirements.

www.exterity.com

The AV industry has 
relied on legacy analogue 
technologies for a 
long time, but now it’s 
shifting its focus towards 
IP networks that are 
modernising the delivery 
of video, audio and digital 

www.exterity.com
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AV Over IP in Professional Domain:
A Snappy SWOT Analysis
By Rob Green

AV-over-IP (AVoIP) promises exciting advantages for audio-video 
networking. It has strong appeal both in professional media workflows 
and broadcast applications, allowing these to finally overcome the 
connectivity, data rate, and cable length restrictions associated 
with traditional point-to-point video interfaces. Upcoming market 
opportunities could be decisive in driving its widespread adoption.

The Tokyo 2020 Opportunity

With the Tokyo Olympics 2020 just around the corner, the timing is 
perfect for AVoIP to show its credentials. NHK is pushing hard to drive 
8K technology across the event, including capture, production and 
distribution, to deliver the most advanced and immersive viewing 
experiences possible. This will involve exchanging uncompressed 8K 
content from cameras into production, and in lightly compressed 
formats between production departments and highly compressed for 
delivery to consumers. Ultimately, having 8K content to show is very 
important for TV manufacturers to encourage consumers to upgrade 
older sets.

Each stage, from the 8K cameras and through production, will need 
significant bandwidth, with faster Ethernet (up to 100Gbps) an 
obvious candidate for transport as opposed to multiple 12G-SDI 
links which, although well understood and reliable, are heavy 
and cumbersome for transportation - for large events such as 
the Olympics, shipping an extra truck full of just SDI cabling is an 
expensive deployment! AVoIP makes this possible. By adopting 
standards such as SMPTE ST 2110, packetizing AV and ancillary data, 
adding header information such as the destination address and 
sequence to each packet, and including timing and synchronisation 
information, AV content can be distributed over software defined 
networks in pretty much the same way as any other IP traffic. 

AVoIP offers further attractive advantages for the broadcast industry. 
Software apps and IP-addressable hardware can be deployed 
anywhere on the network, either on-premise or in the cloud, enabling 
the industry to move away from the traditional inflexible and rigid 
capex model towards a more agile and accessible open approach 
taking advantage of high-value professional tools on a pay-per-use 
basis.

Prospects in Professional Media 

AVoIP also has a lot to offer in the professional media industry. 
One example is the fast-growing LED wall market, where Chinese 
producers in particular are the dominant force. Video quality is key 
when you expand the size of the video to the side of a building, so 
8K is perhaps a more significant driver here than it is for consumer 
TVs and broadcasting. Again, the content needs to be transported 
from media sources, to video-wall controllers, and then to each 
LED tile, which can be best handled by AVoIP up to the controller at 
least. However, AVoIP has a greater role in the content creation to 
display on these walls. Capturing, producing and distributing quality 
8K content, such as street-level advertising or live sports in stadiums, 
would be much easier and more flexible with IP than baseband 
video connectivity. Other exciting opportunities for LED walls include 
large collaboration displays for meeting rooms, and replacement of 
projection systems in cinemas.

More general applications for AVoIP in the professional media space 
include moving AV throughout private networks within studios 
or production suites, or throughout premises such as corporate 
offices, factories, and venues such as sports bars and shopping malls. 
AVoIP can deliver savings for these cost-sensitive markets through 
aggregation, allowing the same cable to handle multiple streams of 
media alongside other data so long as latency, timing, security, and 
quality-of-service (QoS) are managed properly. On the other hand, 
investment in new infrastructure such as IP switches is often required 
to properly manage this, particularly for timing synchronisation.

How long have we been talking about AV Over IP? Despite being a commonplace in AV debates 
for some time now, it appears the phenomenon never fails to excite AV professionals world over. 
For, there is so much still left to be addressed as the global spectrum of AV continues to expand 
with more and more areas of business domains getting impacted, if not enriched by AV.

Here is a case of opportunities and challenges for the phenomenon in Professional Media and 
Broadcast domains.
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End-User Advantages, Technical Hurdles

Overall, AVoIP enables more flexible use of network infrastructures 
and permits easy scalability. Because the IP network is effectively 
video and audio format agnostic, scaling from 4K to 8K becomes 
more a matter of sending more data packets, whereas upgrading 
traditional connections, say from HDMI 2.0 (using TMDS) to HDMI 2.1 
(FRL) means a fundamental signalling and cabling change to achieve 
faster data transfer rates.  Depending on the application, the network 
may be any IP infrastructure, such as a private LAN, dedicated 
Ethernet cable, WAN or even 5G wireless. IT-style management 
becomes possible too, including remote monitoring, firewall security, 
troubleshooting and control from a central office.

There are some challenges, however. On the flipside of IT-style 
management benefits, setting up and managing connections can 
demand IT knowledge and expertise that traditional plug-and-play 
point-to-point connections have not required. 

In addition, AVoIP standards need to become more mature, and this is 
perhaps even more challenging. In the past, AVoIP development in the 

broadcast sector more or less completely stopped while the market 
waited to see which standards would become dominant. The industry 
is now adopting ST 2110 as an open and interoperable protocol for 
transport and timing and equipment sales are moving again. Even so, 
AVoIP still cannot yet offer an easy plug-and-go solution for simply 
and quickly connecting cables to send content where it’s needed. 
As an example, for an outside-broadcast team covering an emerging 
news story, a conventional point-to-point protocol and connection 
such as SDI is still the fastest, easiest, and most dependable solution 
and doesn’t involve any delay while IP networks are being set up. 
This is likely to change as real-world lessons are learned, software 
improves and IP adoption increases. 

In the professional media world, where network planners can 
think in terms of closed systems, various standards and proprietary 
formats have been able to coexist without market pressure to ensure 
interoperability. However, without a single, dominant open standard 
to specify aspects such as QoS metrics and bandwidth management, 
users cannot simply put professional video onto an Ethernet IP 
network, connect any chosen receiver, and expect that equipment to 
detect the AVoIP traffic and display the content. 

Chip-Level Challenges

The infrastructure products needed to make AVoIP networks real for 
pro AV or broadcast applications are dependent on silicon integration 
to convert between various AV-industry formats and the Ethernet/IP 
domain.

Much of the current AVoIP development on the professional media 
side is based on competing formats such as AVB/TSN, SDVoE and 
Dante AV. There are no interface chips available off the shelf that can 
handle all the different proprietary protocols and bridge to existing 
standards such as SDI, HDMI and DisplayPort. 
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There is little prospect that this will change as the situation continues 
to evolve at a faster pace than the typical silicon design cycle and a 
single, dominant, open standard is yet to emerge. Adapting the silicon 
from one standard to handle another requires fundamental changes 
in the video pipeline, including re-packetization, that cannot be 
implemented cost-effectively in an ASSP. 

For professional media applications, market demands such as support 
for different compression algorithms, different scaling factors, and 
flexibility in the number of channels that can be supported, as well 
as equipment designers wanting to add their own differentiation, 
present additional barriers to the emergence of AVoIP ASSPs. In the 
LED wall market mentioned earlier, Xilinx has successfully developed 
solutions leveraging field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) and 
programmable system- on-chip SoC platforms to create a flexible, 
configurable platform for encoding, distributing, and displaying 
content on all the individual tiles making up the wall.

In the broadcast market, despite widespread adoption of ST 2110 as a 
de facto standard protocol, relatively low-volume demand challenges 
ASSP viability. As such, FPGAs and programmable SoCs have become a 
key system component in the AV industry to adapt to changing needs. 

The basic intellectual property needed to convert baseband video 
to packetized video is well understood. As shown in figure 1, by 
taking advantage of established Ethernet MAC cores and high-speed 
transceivers supporting uncompressed 4K and 8K UHD video rates, an 

FPGA or programmable SoC can host a multichannel AVoIP physical 
layer along with real-time AV processing pipelines and codecs and, 
by integrating ARM processors in the same device, provide both 
hardware and software flexibility to adapt aspects such as video 
formats and number of channels, network management and overall 
system control  where necessary.  

Conclusion

In the same way that changing to IP-based transport has 
revolutionised the telecom and networking industries, AVoIP will 
have huge impact on the way AV content is handled and the types of 
services that can be supported. 

Despite challenges associated with the development of suitable 
standards needed to ensure interoperability, programmable SoC 
platforms that allow upper protocol layers to reside in software with 
flexible, reconfigurable hardware handling real-time AV pipelines 
provide a commercially viable route to making AVoIP real. Major 
events such as the Tokyo Olympics are expected to deliver the boost 
in demand needed to accelerate the pace of adoption.

(Rob Green is a Senior Manager for Pro AV & Broadcast at Xilinx Ltd, 
the San Jose-headquartered FPGA, SoCs & ACAP major with world-
wide operations)

www.xilinx.com
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eNewsletter coverage

Barco Showcases LED XT in Thailand
September saw Barco launch the LED 
XT in Bangkok together with their 
official partners Showtec Thailand 
and Global AV. The event was held 
at the offices of Showtec Thailand. 
Guests comprising of end-users, event 
planners, system integrators, resellers 
and consultants hailing from the AV 
industry as well as the government, 
entertainment and attractions as well 
as corporate sectors attended the 
event.

Creator Corporation Joins SDVoE 
Alliance
The SDVoE Alliance has welcomed 
Creator Corporation, a leading 
manufacturer of AV solutions based 
in Guangzhou City, China, to the 
alliance as an adopting member.
“We’re proud to join the SDVoE 
Alliance and to work with the 
innovative SDVoE technology,” said 
Jing Long, R&D dept. manager, 
Creator Corporation.

BeBop Sensors Announce World’s 
First Haptic Glove
BeBop Sensors, a leader in smart 
fabric sensor technology, has 
integrated the exclusively designed 
BeBop Sensors Forte Data Glove 
(watch) affordable all-day wireless 
VR/AR product with the Oculus 
Quest for the world’s first all-in-one 
VR enterprise training and design 
system. The BeBop Sensors Forte 
Data Glove combined with Oculus 
Quest provides a complete VR 
headset/data glove solution that fits 
in a small bag for easy shipping

Riedel Appoints New GM for 
Australia and New Zealand
Riedel Communications has 
appointed Chris Johnson (pictured) 
as General Manager of Riedel 
Australia. Johnson first joined 
Riedel Australia in 2016 to head up 
the company’s rental operation. 
In the meantime, he has charted 
significant success in developing 
the business and delivering 
complex solutions to high-profile 
customers across Australia, 
including Vivid Sydney and the 
2018 Commonwealth Games.

Sanak Pandit Adds APAC Support for 
Generation AV and Martin Audio
Singapore-based start-up Generation 
AV, who represent Martin Audio in the 
APAC countries, has announced the 
arrival of the experienced Sanak Pandit, 
who joins the team as Applications 
Engineer. Based in Bangalore, India, 
Sanak has been working in audio since 
he was 14, having completed his studies 
in the Bangalore School of Audio under 
the training of Vishnu Pandit, one of the 
most respected technical experts in the 
Touring & Rental market in India.

Kramer Announces Itzhak Bambagi 
as New CEO
Kramer Electronics has appointed 
Itzhak Bambagi (pictured) as 
Chief Executive Officer, effective 
immediately. The appointment 
reinforces Kramer’s position as a 
leader in pro AV innovation as the 
company aims to further drive its 
software and cloud-based initiatives 
to both support and adopt new 
business models, better suited to 
address the needs of the evolving AV 
industry.

MultiDyne Acquires Census Digital
MultiDyne Fiber Optic Solutions has 
acquired Toronto-based Census Digital, 
a specialist in professionally-engineered 
signal processing, distribution, 
conversion and monitoring gear. The 
acquisition strengthens MultiDyne’s 
value proposition for professional audio 
monitoring and processing applications 
in broadcast, live production and 
commercial AV.

HARMAN Launches Manager for 
CloudworX Software
HARMAN Professional Solutions 
has debuted CloudworX 
Manager, the first application 
from its leading-edge, cloud-
based CloudworX Software. 
The CloudworX platform is 
being developed to unify the 
configuration, deployment 
and monitoring of HARMAN 
professional audio, video, control 
and lighting systems.
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4K60 4:4:4 Streaming Transceiver
Kramer KDS-8 Transceivers free you from the limitations of dedicated 
encoders and decoders, delivering the power, performance and 
flexibility to tackle the most demanding AV over IP streaming 
applications.

There & Back. Zero Latency.

4K60
4:4:4
HDCP 2.2

SDVoE
Zero

Latency

For more information visit: KramerAV.com/AVoverIP

For your local Kramer office:

Tel +65 6274 4477 

kap@kramerasia.com | www.Kramerasia.com
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